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HISTORICAL BITS OF PATHOS, LORE,

HEROISM AND SATI'RE ABOUT THE

VETERAN NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION

---

1th7a&!
WHATEVER YOU MAY SUFFER, SPEAK

THE TRUTH. BE WORTHY OF THE
ENTIRE CONFIDENCE OF YOUR ASSOCIATES. CONSIDER WHAT IS

RIGHT AS WHAT MUST BE DONE.

IT IS NOT NECESSARY THAT YOU
SHOULD KEEP YOUR PROPERTY, OR
EVEN YOUR LIFE, BUT IT IS NECES-

SARY THAT YOU SHOULD HOLD
FAST YOUR INTEGRITY.
---William Ellery Channing

A bazooka team of the j9£b /7e/c!72Cry spots a German half-track

and prepares to fire. Forest fighting, Andaine, France, August 1944
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ATHER than the usual, dry, archives so prevalent in military life, the
Ninth Infantry Division possesses many human and super-human tales
Peerlng out of its reports of operations, after-action reports, and news-

Paper €1ipping files. Great men and deeds fill the Division's spectacular past.
Such men as "Paddy" Flint, "Molotov", John E. Butts, Herschel Briles and
Perrott-White bring realization of how much the Ninth owes to the initiative and
instinct of its fighting sons. On the other hand, the superb records of the 39th, 47ch,
and 60th Infantry Regiments indelibly rna,rk up a score for the teamwork and
comradeship which so exemplified the Ninth's O/d Re/!.¢4/€f on the line.

Doughs, battles - sometimes combat teams - become legendary. In many ways,
the c#£;./c Ninth Infantry Division has become a legend. Its cool efficiency, tenacity,
drive and divisional spirit in the face of the enemy were truly remarkable.

Following, are bits of the past on parade. Perhaps this information and lore may

give you tha,t feeling of pride in yo I/A outfit which so characterized the Division
before July 184j. If so, I am glad . . . for it is, to me, one of the finest units in this

or any other army.
Read on, then, remembering the prophetic words of Major General Eddy on the
eve of the famous Battle for Bizerte. "We are making history." To that tradition,
let us HOLD FAST .I

#f2`„`
DIVISION HISTORIAN

ELBE CEREMONY. . . Technical Sergeant W'4/£cr I. C4rfre£!e, Cla,rendon, N.C.,
receives the Silver Star for gallantry in action from A4c!j. Gc#. £o#j.J A. Cr4G.g

The signing of the Armistice,11 Novcmbcr
1918, spelled finish to further training for the

happy doughboys. As a Division, the Ninth
had not reached combat service, and was inactivatcd on New Yea,r's Eve,1918.

Although the Ninth went through a brief

eight battle stars, the bronze invasion arrow
head, the Belgian Fourragerre for two citations, had over 2j,ooo battle casualties, and
captured about I jo,ooo prisoners.

period of activa.tion, the combat regiments
which were later to form the present-day div-

As for that pc!£ch . . . it is technically known

combat experience. The 39th, 47th and 60th
Infantries came out of battle covere.d with

ision had more than their share of world War I

as an OcroFOJ£. Back in the I 5th Century,
it was customary for each son to have an individual mark of distinction. In foiling, there are
eight foils (positions). Heraldic rules gave the

OcroFOJf to the ninth son, as it was sym-

erhaps you sewed it on while awaiting that
jG.#-4p which was destined to take you up
forward. In one hand you had a little book
about the Division's past achievements, and in
the other hand a couple of P4£cbcf .

P

"Which color is up?" was the usual comment.

When the company CP was finally reached,
a battle-wise dough or officer told you to
``smear some mud on it, or a kraut'll use you as

a target!" And you c4mo#//¢gcJ the poor little
shoulder sleeve insignia-as thousands of men
had done before you-and as many did afterwards.

bolic of his being surrounded by eight brothers;
which is an explanation of why this eight-petaled insignia is correct for the Ninth Regular
Army Division.

The Ninth Infantry Division adopted the
OC7'OFO/I as its official insignia in 1923after War Department approval. Correctly, it
consists of a red quatrefoil atop a blue quatre-

foil-with a white center. The red is for the
artillery, the blue is for the infantry, and the
white is for the numerals found on division

flags. Surrounding the OcroFOJf is a rim of
olive drab-symbol of the American Army.
The OCTOFOJf was on the sleeves of the
first infantry outfit into Germany; it was seen

at the defeat of Rommel in North Africa; it
Maybe you sewed it on in the days just fol-

lowing the war-in the peace and quiet of some
unprounounceable German town. It seemed a
nuisance-and besides, you had another bit of
color on your sleeve that you had grown quite
fond of (and didn't like to change).
Well, soldier, that red, white and blue insign;a is the symbol of a fighting outfit that has
2

has been proudly worn by the /;bcrc!£orj o/ Be/-

rifles, high-standing collars, wrap-leggins and glory and honor.
tin helmets.
Mechanized
warfare
symThe old jg#4rc type division had two infanIt wa.s
the time of
square divisions
, Swas
pringfield
bolized by the Parisian Taxi Army-or the try brigades. These were in turn composed of
flimsy Spads which dared von Richthofen's F/y- two regiments each. As 4#.g¢de P4r£#crJ, the
G.»g CG.rc#j to battle dog-fight fashion. Quite
39th and 47th Infantry Regiments fought under
appropriately, therefore, in those bloody days the banner of the 4th Division. The 60th Inof frontal attacks and trench warfare, infantry fantry gained renown with the jth Division.
was an important factor. And, quite appro-

priately, the War Department created a new
Regular Army infantry division-the Ninth.

World War I was well upon its way when
the first cadre poured into Camp Sheridan, Alabama, in the heat of July 1918. Col. Charles
G. Clark became the first division commander
and immediately started a program of jn~
tensive training.

At nearby Camp Mcclellan, the Ninth Field
Artillery Brigade was activated . . . forerunner
oftoday'sstreamlinedNinthDivisionArtillery.

From the beginning, most of the units which
made up the Ninth were Regular Army outfits

gG.#m. It's an insignia to be worn with pride . . .

(it took reg#/¢rj to withstand the tortures of

no matter what outfit you c4fflc from, not only
because of a glorious past, but because you arc
its future . . . and !.£ is a symbol of yoc/ today.

high temperature in model 18Io and 1917 uniforms,).
After two months of vigorous training, the
Ninth received its first commanding general,

S

Major General W. A. Holbrook. In two more
months peace came to the world.

¥

Dubbedr4cFG.g4#.#gF4/co#jfortheirtenacity and valor, blouse-wearing doughs of the
39th battled from the muddy, blood-drenched
farms of France to the Rhineland Occupation.
Syracuse, New York, witnessed the birth of
the 39th on the first day of June Igl7. With
other units of the 4th Division, the regiment
sailed for France inApril of the following year.

Cresnes Wood was bathed in blood on
17 July 1818-the F4/co#J had received their
first baptism of fire. Then came murderous
campaigns at Aisne-Marne, Meuse-Argonne,
Lorraine, St. Mihiel and Champagne. The 38th
was of age!

When the colors of the regiment were placed
on temporary retirement in 1921, five battle
streamers and the Croix de Guerre fluttered
down to honored rest.
3

During the Meuse-Argonnc Offcnsivc, the
regiment wa.s given an almost impossible task
. . . crossing the Meuse River. In what General
Pershing
called, "one of the most brilliant milipanies soon had their fill of battle-if not a
tary
feats
in the history of the American Army
little more!
in France," the 60th Infantry accomplished its
Born and activated with the F4/co#J, the 47th mission. It was in this battle that Captain Sam
Infantry became the other half of an unbeat- Woodfill became an American hero. Held up
able, scrapping brigade team. It took part in by German machine gun fire, the advance had
the brilliant engagements at Sergy and at Bastalled. Captain Wood fill sprang into action.
zoches, on the Vesle River, supplying a new Alone, he charged forward and cleaned out the
motivation and energy to the Allied Line.
machine gun nests-one-by-one. When hc had
finished, 19 Germans lay dead.
The Hindenburg Line was giving way before the rampaging civilian-soldiers of AmeriWhen the 60th Infantry Regiment took a
ca; soon the war was over. Besides the battles
18-year
break on 2o September 1921, it had
at Sergy and Bazoches, the Regiment ha,d
earned
battle
ribbons for St. Mihiel, Meuse-Arfought through the carnages of Aisne-Marne,
St. Mihiel, Meuse-Argonne, Champagne, and gonne, Alsace and Lorraine-and had a record
of which to be proud.
Lorraine . . . rest was welcome!

Breech-clad legs marched up the gangplanks
in May of 1918. The 47th Infantry Regiment
was off to war. Footsloggers of the line com-

On 22 September 1021, the 47th Infantry
Regiment was inactivated at FortLewis, Washington. The first chapter of a distinguished history was emblazoned in military annals.

+

¥,ess,,itv:-::nt.h#:nodfv#:,v-iT,e?oF,I:,,Zli:::
field was the greatest man on Broadway and
Mary Pickford was 4coerG.c4'j See;ee£4e¢r£. And

-it was the time of brave men and square div-

Favoritetopicofcon:ersationamong'bco,d
fj."crJ used to be the 60th Infantry Regiment.
Tales abound of the G.mposjG.4/c Meuse River
Crossing, Sam Wood fill r4"crG.c4'j Gre4£cj£

Do#gb4o/J, and of the first great American
victory at St. Mihiel-in which the 60th had a
vital part.
From its inception at hallowed Gettysburg,
Pennsylva.nia, on 11 June 1917, the 60th In-

fantry was a colorful outfit. It confidently
mardied on board and overseas in April, I 918,
as a regiment of the Fifth Division.
4

isions. So, quite appropriately, a new infantry
division placed its star upon the horizon . . .
and there it shines today!

***

A CONDENSATION OF THE 1944
BOOKLET HISTORY PUBLISHED
BY I 8c E BRANCH, ETOUSA.

H

OWIT
BEGAN

The Ninth Division is composed of men
from all the 48 states and the District of Columbia, welded by courage, fortitude and glory
into a great fighting unit.

+

If any unit has earned the right to be called
Hitler's ivemesis it is the U. S. Ninth Division.
Here is an outfit that really thrives on tough
opposition. America has reason to be proud of
this superb fighting unit.

BOSTON GIJOBE (Editorial)

Formorethan2oyearstheNinthhadremained inactive, but at o6oo on August I, I94o, Sgt.

John J. Waldrop, the first enlisted man of the
reactivated division, arrived at Fort Bragg,
N. C. The division area was an uninhabited

on August I, 1940.

Sent to organize the Ninth was a skeleton
force of regular army soldiers, to which were
added in the next few months thousands of the
civilians who were pouring into the Army
through Selective Service. After a period of
training came the flaming morning of Sunday,

¥

At

the start of its second year the Ninth
could boast rightfully that it was the only division in the army doing things "according to
Hoyle." The C. G. was Briga.dier General (now
Major General) Rene EdwardDeRussey Hoyle.

On July 24,1942, Brigadier General Manton
S. Eddy became C. G. and on August 9 he was

promoted to Major General. He was to lead
the Ninth to Africa, Sicily, England and France.
During the summer, soldiers raced up and
down nets on mock landing-craft, across-and
often into-MacFayden's Pond on footbridges,
and slashed at one another with bayonets as
they had been taught by Marine Colonel A. J.
Drexel Biddle.

plot of muddy ground, but, as thecadre trickled
in, a "Tent City" rose in record time.
On January 16, 1941, the first joo selectees

Dunkirk and were preparing for invasion.
United
States,
faced
imminent
I nThe
August
I94o,
the too,
British
hadwith
experienced
war, began to expand its army, and the last of
the regular army divisions, the Ninth Infantry
Division, was activated at Fort Bragg, N. C.,

arrived from Camp Upton, N. Y. On the fol~
lowing day j oo more arrived and they continued to pour in. Under the stimulus of this new
blood the "regulars" forgot the rigors of Tent
City to help the raw and bewildered "rookies."
With the approach of summer the Ninth began an extensive field training program. Most
highly publicized maneuvers of all were the war

December 7, I94I-Pearl Harbor and the real

games near Bowling Green, Va., in June, during
which Colonel Frank C. Mahin's 60th Infaiitry, supported by the 60th and 34th F. A. Battalions, ta,ngled with units of the 44thDivision,
and came away covered with glory and mos-

thing. It became obvious that Allied armies
would have to land on enemy-held beaches, and
so the Ninth immediately was launched on an
amphibious training program.

quito bites. Just prior to its first anniversa.ry
the division was full strength and was rated as
one of the crack outfits of our rapidly expanding Army.

Since that time, the Ninth has met and defeated the enemy many times. The Ninth landed in the invasion of North Africa on Noverpber 8, 1942, fought through the barren country
of EI Guettar, across the mountains of Sedjenane and Sicily, across and up the Cherbourg
Peninsula in France, through France, Belgium
and the Siegfried Line into Germany proper.

On its first anniversary the Ninth Division
lost Major General Jacob L. Devers, who had
been C. G. from November 4, I94o to August I,
1941. He left for Fort Knox, Ky., to take command of the Army's Armored Force, where he
was soon promoted to Lieutena.nt General. At
a farewell division review held for him, the
15th Engineer Battalion displayed a fleet of
brand new dump trucks. But the solemnity of

6

the occasion was rudely shattered when an inexperienced driver kicked the wrong lever, and
dumped a load of very surprised personnel
smack in front of the reviewing stand.

¥

I

In mid-September the Ninth moved out to
begin the memorable Carolina maneuvers and
en it came. The 39th Combat Team, comoperated for Io weeks near Rock Hill, Chester,
manded by Colonel Benjamin F. Caffcy, movand Lancaster, S. C., and around Rockingham,
ed out on September 17, 1942 to a POE. Later
Cheraw, Hamlet and Monroe, N.C. These
the 47th and 60th Combat Teams exchanged
were the days of simulated artillery fire, flourbarracks for tents on Chicken Road, Fort
sack bombs, broomstick guns and beef-can mortar shells. The first recreation center was just

getting under way, and on week-ends civilian
hostesses pleaded with soldiers to come in for a
fast game of checkers or to write a letter home.

Bragg's Reservation. On October 14, 1942, the

60th Combat Team, commanded by Colonel
Frederick J. deRohan, shipped to a POE a.nd
was followed October 17 by Colonel Edwin
H.Randle's 47th Combat Team. On December 12 the remainder of the division sailed from

Maneuvers ended November 28,1841; and New York Harbor.
some outfits hadn't yet rea.ched their barracks
when December 7 and real war rolled around.
Shortly after the first of the year the first hint
of the division's future came when it was attached to the Amphibious Corps, Atlantic Fleet,
for training.

During the spring and summer, Ig42, the
Ninth dianged greatly. It learned a new type

of warfare-sending unit after unit aboard
transports in Chesapeake Bay to stage amphibious attacks on Solomons Island. It gave freely
of its experienced personnel to form nuclei of
new divisions.

THE LONG AFRICAN CAMPAIGNS
Ob§er.vers who saw the Ninth Division in
action iri the Mediterranean considered it Probably the crdcle U. S. Army unit in the North
African theater.

Meantime, the

that led-remember the names?-through Lam-

drank red wine, staged a review for President
Roosevelt, saw Martha Rayc, slept in cork forests, and found out that the guidebooks don.t
tell the whole story.
On January 31,1843, the first elements be-

gan moving by train and truck from Port
duced to the North African theater-and Lyautey. The route was through Elmo Grain,
vice versa-just
dawnwas
of NovemThe Ninth
Infantrybefore
Division
intro- Sidi Slimane, Pctit Jean, Fez, Taza, Guercif,
ber 8, 1942, when the 39th Combat Team Taorit, Oujda, across the Algerian frontier,
(which had come via the British Isles) landed through Marnia and Turene to Tlemcen.
at Algiers, while the 47th Combat Team was

Bouiara, EI Esnam, EI Adiuba, Mzita, Coligny,joined the division at Bou Chebka and had beSetif, Aim M'Lila (where barracks bags were gun to move northward.

stored)-to arrive near Bou Chebka February

hitting the beach at Safi, French Morocco, a.nd
the Goth Combat Team was hammering at the

The stay in Tlemcen was short. At I Ioo Feb..
ruary 17, orders were received to move the
Kasba and the airport at Port Lyautey, Modivision artillery to the Tunisian front where
rocco. There, in the short, sharp, murderous
Rommel had broken through. Four and a half
battle that preceded victory, the division rehours later the 34th F. A. Battalion crossed the
ceived the baptism of fire which put the ultiIP as leading unit. Snow was on the ground
mate touches to its preparation for the big job.
and rain fell as the artillery and the cannon
Following the cessation of hostilities, plans companies pulled out. By day and night they
were rna.dc to regroup the division at Port drove via Sidi bel Abbes, L'arba, Setif, Ain
Lyautey. The 39th Combat Team remained M'Lila, Ain Beida, to Tebessa. Brigadier General S. Le Roy Irwin, artillery commander, then
near Algiers, and during the next three months
received orders from 11 Corps to proceed to
was strung out more than joo miles, guarding
Thala, which was seriously threatened. The
communication lines.
road out of Tebessa was jammed with traffic,
The 47th made a foot march of over 2jo and heavy guns repeatedly slid off roads made
miles from Safi to Port Lyautey, while the re~ slippery by mud and continous rain.
mainder of the division landed at Casablanca
and moved to the division a,rea. By the first of
By o4oo, February 21, the artillery battalions
1943, the Ninth, less the 3gth Combat Team,
were in position to fire. In three days and
was concentrated near Port Lyautey.

I

r the next month, soldiers of the Ninth in

turn guarded the Spanish Morocca.n border,
8

the attack was launched on tbe morning of
March 28, and for the next 11 days a bitter
battle was waged for hills 29o, 369, and 772.
By April 7 the enemy had pulled back and the

tar, Detrie, Sidi bel Abbes, Boulet, Mercier Ninth, after occupying forward positions,
Lacomba, Aim Frass, Ain Fakin, Tizzi, St. made immediate plans to begin the long, secret
Andre, Mascara, Aim Fares, EI Bofdj, Tliou- trek to northern Tunisia.
anet, Relizane, Hamedena, St. Aimc, Inkerman,
Charon, Malikoff, Orleansville, Oued Fodda, This meant moving an entire division from
Rouina, Duperre, Lavandere, Affreville, Mili- southern Tunisia to the extreme northern flank
ana, Marguerite, Bourkika, Ameur el Ain, bordering the Mediterranean. By April I I the
Mouiniville, Calmatie, L'Arba, Rivte Alma, relief of the British division in the sector had
Menerville, Souk el Haad, Dalestad, Thiers, begun. Also, the 60th Combat Team had re-

-TOM WOLF (NEA)

¥

remainder of the division

left Tlemcen on February 19. Heavy wet snow
fell as the convoy moved out at o83o on a route

+

27 1943.

Attached to the division during the next
During the move the 39th Combat Team
joined the division, reuniting the Ninth once
again. The division immediately went into position and began patrolling around Sbeitla and
Kasserine. In late March, the 60th Combat
Team was detached to fight the battle of Maknassy, while the remainder of the division moved to EI Guettar.

operation were four Tabours of Goums; grimvisaged, swarthy, turba,nned, "bathrobe-wearing," silent Berber tribesmen who, as part of
the Corps Franc d'Afrique, fought and died
for seven months beside their American, French
and British comrades. "Goum"-a word these
tribesmen never used in referring to themselves
-is an Arabic term meaning "irregular sol~
dier."

Here the First Infantry Division on the left
and the Ninth In fa,ntry Division on the right,
With the relief of the British swiftly comas parts of General Patton's 11 Corps, were to pleted, the Ninth was now ready a.s a unit, and
attack on the Gafsa-Gabes axis to relieve the on April 23 the attack was launched in the
pressure on General Montgomery's British force Sedjenane sector.
to the south.
The division commander soon decided that
*
a frontal atta,ck on the Green Hill-Bald Hill

D etachments

position would be too costly. He therefore
operation to six-and for several days to five- decided to employ the bulk of the division in
a wide flanking movement through extremely
infantry battalions.
difficult terrain north of the main road, to
Principal ha,ndicap, however, was the almost outflank enemy positions and cut lines of comcomplete lack of adequate maps. Nevertheless, munications north and northeast.

twelve hours this column of 411 vehicles,138
officers, and 2o32 enlisted men had covered

777 miles of winding, congested and slippery
roads, through rain and snowi. Rommel's thrust
was stopped.
';

rfu

reduced the

Ninth for this

9

Such a maneuver would be hampered by an
almost total lack of communications throughout the area to be traversed. However, the Germans would never expect such a difficult
maneuver if our troops could be moved into
position without detection. Secrecy was essential to preserve the element of surprise.

¥
In preparation for the attack a careful study
was rna.de of the terrain and dominant observation was selected for each of the intermediate
objectives to be captured by the regiments each
day. While these objectives were not always
captured on the planned dates, most of them
eventually were occupied, and in every case
such occupation proved decisive in outflanking
the Germans.

The extreme width of the front-28 miles
-posed a very difficult problem for the
artillery commander who had to sca,tter his
dnits. As a solution light battalions were kept
ih their usual role, supporting the infantry
regiments, but medium and heavy artillery
were divided into two groups, one for the
south and one for the north.
Supply was a great problem. The French
had virtually no transportation. Three hundred
mules were obtained, and for several days the
`regiments were forced to rely solely on them

for supply transportation and evacuation.

¥
ln the campaign which followed, the soldiers
tof t`he Ni.nt'h proved that t.hey could take
advantage Of t.he lessons they had learned the

hard wa'y. The first proof was a brilliant
envelopment of the Green-Bald Hill positions
which the British. had assualted unsuccessfully

for months.
At Djc`btl Dardys and Dje.bet Mffata the \60ch

Infantry massacred a German counter-attacking force. Djebel Cheniti was a brilliant demonstration of infantry "leaning up against"
artillery preparation.
The Ninth continued to drive steadily
toward Bizerte, one of the principal Allied
objectives. Finally at ljls hours May 7, the
following conversation took place:

CO, 894th TD Bn... "Have covered the
entire valley of the Oued Garba. No sign of
enemy in the valley. Believe way to Bizefte
wide open. Request permission to proceed into
Bizerte and occupy city."
G-i, g£4 DG.e7... "CG instructs you proceed

Bizerte and occupy it. Report your position
every half hour."
CO, 894£b 7.D 8"... "Will comply with
pleasure."

And then, as Major Dean T. Vanderhoef,
Ass't G-2, played the "William Tell Ovcrturc.'
on his ocarina over the radio telephone, troops
rolled into Bizerte.
Mopping up continued for several days, and
when all resistance ended, a brilliantly successful operation was complete. The Ninth had
come of age.

*
Days of combat in North Africa were over.
Tunisia had been a disillusioning land, devoid
of cinematic glamor; a land of overloaded
burrows and a few houses for shelter. The battle
had featured over-extended fronts and equally
extended lines of supply. Communications
were across a country once described by a
doughboy as "miles and miles of miles and

miles,"-a country strewn wit`h French, German, and American mines whose exact location
no one k.new. These had been the days when
cold-numbed fingers were sliced on C ration
cans, when air superior.ity didn't always seam

a certainty, when the-only news came by way
of BBC (and nobody had a radio), wheh` the
th.eory became a fact that "Africa is a very
cold cont;nent where the sun is hot."

much entertainmeflt as could be lured to the
forsaken spot that was the division area. Units
were sent to the beach at Ain el Turck near
Oran in rotation for periods of four days each.
Dysentery was ` prevalent. The training pro-

Other divisions after the end of the African
gram featured schools, demonstrations and
campaign went back to bivot4ac§ near Oran or conditioning exercises.
Algier§, bttt they sent the Ninth to Magenta,
8o kilometers sottth of Sidi I?el Abbes in the

direction of tha Sahara Desert.

-HAL BOYLE (AP)
After the inevitable policing-up arouiid
Bizerte the Ninth hit the road west, over the
same route traversed three months before. Magenta, Algeria, where the division was assembled by la.te afternoon May 26, developed
into an elaborate bivouac as days slipped into
weeks.
` Though dust, heat and flies seemed to
increase almost daily, the coolness and beauty

of momings and evenings were worth the
trouble and heat of mid-day. Therewas always
the certainty of a night's sleep free of heat, but
the mid-day sun was so intense that a division
order (never rescinded) specified a siesta for all
troops from 13oo to I joo hours each afternoon.
Sidi bel Abbes, French Foreign Legion Hq.
and the nearest town of any size, was jo miles
away, and some passes were issued to division

personnel each day. Truck convoys brought the
troops in and returned them to their areas
each night.
Between May 26 and June 27, 1943, the
Ninth participated in a program of training
and rest. Emphasis was placed on lest-not
forgetting reveille, formal retreat, calisthenics,
Saturday morning inspections and all the thousa.nd-a,nd-one formalties which plague a GI
who otherwise might have ten mihutes to
himself-with movies, band-concerts and as

roughout the stay in
T*

the area the Ninth
received much cooperation from the French
Foreign `Legion. In return the division trained
personnel Of the Second Spahis (French) in
reconnaissa.nce work, and personnel of the
French Ninth Colonial Division in tactics and
technicsofcannoncompanyandheavyweapon
material. Details were also trained by the Ninth
Signal Company and the Fifteenth Engineer
Battalion,
But movement was in the air again. On June
29 and 3o, the 39th Combat Team (with
attachments) and the Ninth Division Artillery
movedoutforBizerte,viaOrleansville,L'Arba,
Setif and Souk-Ahras. Colonel George Smythe
took command of the 47th Infantry. Another
restless week followed as the remainder of the
division stayed at Magenta pursuing its training program. And on July 8 orders were issued
directing the remaining units to Ain el Turck.
Theinfantryregiments,withattachments,were
to march.

hus, seven weeks after
T*

having moved into
the Magenta area, the division left. The hew
area was near Bou Sfer, with all units within
walking distance of the beach. In this "staging
area," preparations were immediately begun to
move to Sicily. For two weeks training was
conducted in the moming but each afternoon
units were formed and moved to the beach, at
a walk-and-run, where the remainder of the
afternoon was spent.

]®
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ACROSS THE MEDITERRANEAN
n the moming of July 29 five passen-

ger ships with escort, moved out of
Mers el Kebir, preceded by freighters. -The convoy arrived off Palermo harbor
in the early evening of July 31. But it was
impossible to unload and the ships remained
anchored during the night.
` At approximately o415 on Sunday August I,

I943,-the third anniversary of the Ninththe celebra,tion began. Enemy planes raided the
harbor for an hour and 4j minutes.
During the raid the Ninth lost neither personnel nor equipment, but an undetermined
number of enemy planes was shot down. That
morning unloading of ships began and division
units went into bivouac east of Palermo. During the next few days concentration of the division east of Nicosia was completed.
Units that had preceded the main body of
the division for the invasion of Sicily rejoined

the Ninth west of Troina. By August j all
units were in a position for the attack that was
launched on the morning of August 6.

*

and the 39th occupied Randazzo, keypoint of
the enemy.s last line of defense before Messina.
Here the Ninth Division was "pinched out" by
the Third Division on the north and the British
on the south.
The Ninth Division remained in position
until August 2o, when it was officially announced that the island of Sicily was free of
enemy. On August 23, movement began toward Cefalu on the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Here, for the first time the division received
some of the credit it had so richly ea,med the
hard way. Because of confused censorship
regulations, the Ninth had been neglected in
press releases concerning the North African
and Sicilian campaigns. Recognition came in
ea.rly October ig43 ±n The Stars and Stripes,
which stated:
The Ninth ha;s the kind of leadership and
spirit that make a fighting outfit. The men
showed it dt Randazzo, the southern hinge of
the last German defense line irk Sicily. They

showed it by their I?rilliant envelopment of
Green and Bald Hills in the Sedjanane Valley
cunpaigri rwhich led to the fall of Bizerte. They
showed it in one of the bitterest battles of

The 60th Infantry was sent on a wide flankNorth Africa-the fight at EI Guettar; and
ing movement north through almost impa,ssa,ble
again when they forcemarched Some 9oo miles
terrain. Their mission was similar to what they
had accomplished so brilliantly in the Bizerte
campaign. Again there were major problems
of supply and evacuation competently solved

:

to help stem the Rommel thrust at Kd§serine
Pds^ And they Showed it when their three
combat teams landed at Safi, at Port Lydutey,
and at AIgiers last Noveml1er 8.

1>

by#he£[:utphpe[%ostehrvj:ens; nmoer:ic:'h::udgfn€!anpejezr:;
.and then east, the 47th and 39th advanced east
from Troina. The enemy once again was rnaneuvered out of one position after another. By
August 12 the 60th Infantry rea,ched Floresta,

in
i.i.I_+.

,

SICILIAN SERVICE . . . Red Cross girls Sally Steams
(left) Petersborough, N. H., and Vera (Stevie) Reece,
Washington, D.C., pass out do-nuts to a Ninth GI in
Cefalu, Sicily. Oct.1943.
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of gaily-painted donkey carts and swims in
n this area the division had a. chance to see
entertainers like Jack Benny, AI Jolson, and the blue Tyrrhenian Sea; of visits to Palermo
and Monreale and the dark catacombs; of the
Adolphe Menjou. Here the Donut Girls appeared, and from September j through served frequent times when the soldiers found out that
more than 17o,ooo freshly-baked doughnuts to the guidebooks don't tell the whole story.
Then came Hallowe'en and an order for the
the Ninth Division. Here on October 2 j, 1943,
Ninth
to move to Mondello, near Palermo,
34 newly naturalized members of the division
"the
muddiest
pa.tch of ground in the world."
formally became citizens of the country for
which they'd been fighting for months.
And on the night of Monda.y, November 8,
These were the days of vino, marsala, and 1943, the Ninth was boat-and-tra.in bound for
vermouth; of grapes and melons and almonds;
England.

.WINCHESTER SERVICE . . . In the famous Winchester Cathedral, Winchestcr, England, men of the
Ninth attend religious rites. Jam.1944.

1.1

WINCHESTER AND INVASION

A

t Winchester the division scattered
through the neighborhood of Bushfield, Barton Stacey, Alresford and
Basingstcke. An information course was instituted to teach basic good manners to a batch
of GI Tarzans who'd been in the woods tco
long. The Ninth was very fortunate in its

jumping-off place, for Winchester was Old
England through a.nd through. Even the most
casual and literal-minded visitor scarcely could
help feeling the weight of centuries borne by
Winchester Castle, Cathedral and College.
But for all its quiet, ancient bcauty, Winchester wa.s nothing more than a springboard
from which the Ninth could leap into the final
European phases of the world conflict. As the
mild English winter melted into spring, the
luxury of passes, furloughs and weck-ends
wore away to reveal more and more clearly the

grim, steel framework of ominous military
preparation.
General Bernard Montgomery addressed the
troops on a rainy afternoon January 19. 1944.
at the 60ch Infantry area in Winchester Barracks. On March 24 General Eisenhower, Lieutenant General Omar N. Bradley, Major General J. Lawton Collins, and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill inspected the division.

*

By

April 2, with all leaves and furloughs
cleared up, the training pace was accelerated
by a field problem on Easter Sunday. On
May 27 at o63o the division was put on a sixhour alert status. The men knew the time was
at hand.
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There had been GI movies, USO shows, PX
supplies, the Red Ciross clubmobile, signs in
English, mild-and-bitter, pubs and dances, and
the not-so surprising rediscovery that the guidebooks don't tell the whole story.
The division began moving to marshalling
areas on Saturday afternoon, June 3. Men
found sleep difficult the night of June j, under
the ceaseless drone of unseen planes. By twothirty, when the first units were alerted, everybody knew . . .

¥
nvasion of the continent began in the early
morning of June 6, Ig44. The Ninth Division
hit the Normandy beach on D plus 4, as one
of the two U. S. infantry divisions on the
beachhead with previous combat experience, a
fact fully appreciated by higher commanders
and military observers.

The Ninth is good. It performed like a
beautiful machine in the Cherbourg cunpaign.
EKNIE PYLE

Unloading of men and equipment had hardly been completed when the 39th Combat

Team, the "Anything, Anywhere, AnytimeBar Nothing!" boys of Colonel Paddy Flint,
were attached to the Fourth Infantry Division
to clean up the east coast of the peninsula.
Following the capture of Quinneville, which at
that time constituted the farthest Allied advance to the north, the 3gth returned to division control, and the Ninth was ready to write
one of the most glorious chapters in its history.

The attack was swift, perfectly executed.
Each time the enemy dropped back, the Ninth
Division hit him again. Having driven across
the Douve River, and although north and
south flanks were exposed, the 47th and the
60th Infantry reached the east coast near St.
Lo, D'Ourville and Barneville early on June 17.
The Cotentin Peninsula was cut, but the
enemy made a despera,te attempt to break out
near St. Jacques de Nehou. Artillery and a
terrific mortar concentration massacred this
force.

While other forces occupied Cherbourg,
the Ninth cleaned up the Cap de la Hague by
July 1. The Ninth had accomplished the opening chapter of the invasion drama.
This had been France, calvados, hedgerows,
snipers, totally destroyed villages, an occasional

pretty girl, and the fa,miliar realization that the
guidebooks don't tell the whole story.

The story of how completely the Ninth had
done its job is told best by some of the wa,r
correspondents who reported the facts to the
world:

The Infantry of the Ninth Divi5iorb rates a

The Ninth then turned north toward Chcrbourg. The 38th went through Octeville while
the 47th seized the western half of the town
and the arsena.I. Meanwhile the 60th was protecting the left flank and preparing for an
attack up the cape.

During this campaign the Ninth captured
Lieutenant General Karl Wilhelm von Schlieben and Rear Admiral Hennecke, senior enemy
Army and Navy commanders of the Cherbourg
area. They were immediately brought to the
division CP where ensued a bit of repartee
which shortly became famous.

mass Corbgres§ioml Medal.

-WILLIAM H. STONEMAN

The hedgerow~to-hedgerow fighting of the
Ninth Division across the Cherbourg peninsula
from sea to sea must rate as one of the most
brilliant successes of United States military
history. For four days I accompanied these
veterans evbo not only had turned the tide in
Tunisia evith the capture of Bizerte, but also
helped apind up the Sicilian campaign with the
seizure of Randazzo. They evere brot4ght to
France to chop of I the tip of the strategic

peninsula and isolate the Germans in Cherbourg . . . The renowned heroes of Port LyauBob Capa, Life magazine photographer, tey and Bizerte pushed along the flank to
appeared at the division commander's tent to Barneville,encountering severe resistance at the
take pictures of the captured officers. But the little town of St. Jacque5 de Nehott.
Germans definitely had other notions. Von
-TOM HENRY
Schlieben was particularly difficult. "I am
tired of this picture taking," he snapped. Capa,
To the north the Ninth had tdeen Nehou.
who speaks German, sighed and lowered his
camera momentarily. "I, too, am tired, Gen- Veterans of Bizerte and Sicily, the men of the
eral," he pointed out, "I have to take pictures Ninth evere now fre§b from England, itching
of so many captured German generals!"
for more fight. They got their chance: the 82nd
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was too spent to exploit its brealetbrough. So
evhile one regiment of the Ninth pushed eve§t

There came then the briefest of rest periods;
July 9 found the Ninth back in action again.

from Nehou through St. Jdcque5, another regiment Passed through the tired 82nd, pushed
through St. Saaveur le Vicomte in a parallel
thrttst . . .the Ninth had gained 12thmiles in

It was the St. Lo-Perriers offensive this time.
All three regiments were in the line, repeating
again the story of hedgerow hell, slow advances
from one field to the next, murderous ca,sualties.
Although this continued throughout the month,
several days before the July 2j breakthrough
the Ninth cut the St. Lo-Perriers road. On

tevo days-the fastest advance of the cam
paign . . .The Ninth had dorie the jodr Cherbourgevd5 Sealed off.
-TI ME
Omar Bradley has done it again. Slipping
stronger units past the lines of their tiring
comrades, he orice more smashed unexpectedly
through the Germans to cttt of I Cherbourg, just
a§ he broke through to doom Bizerte a little
over a year ago. And he used the 5une outfitthe battle-te5ted Ninth Division-to Strike
the decisive blow . . . The blow that broke the
Na}z{'5 ba;ck below Cherbourg va;s a clever one

and aroused real enthusiasm here (Washington,
D.C.) Brigadier Genera;I Honace S. Seevell of

the British branded "the Ninth Americari Div~
i5ion'5 exploit" as "a magnifroent achievement."

-CAPT. LOWELL M. LIMPUS
It quas June 25, the nineteenth day of the
Battle of Liberation. And the veterans of the

American Ninth Infantry Division, who a year
before ha;d helped to corner the Germans in
Tunisia;'s Cap Bon Periin§ula, now were conducting the first smashing Allied victory of the
iravd§ion. For by nightfall the great Port of
Cherbourg evas f or all practical purposes in
American hand 5 .

-NEWSWEEK
The Ninth Infantry Division has beeri in
dctiori contiriuou§ly Since July 9, driving from
France through Belgium, into Germany.

-THE STARS AND STRIPES (Oct.g '44)
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July 2j the Ninth was one of the spearhead
divisions in the offensive, and by the end of
the day the division was cf edited with the
furthest advance of any of the divisions in the
``push."

The Ninth beat off a series of counterattacks in the Mortain-Cherence le Roussel
sector and later joined in the chase which closed
the Falaise Gap.
On August 2o, 1944, Major General Louis
A. Craig took command of the Ninth and
began an offensive which carried the unit over
much of the same ground that he himself had
covered in the last war.
The Ninth swung toward the cast, across
the Seine at Melun, then pushed northeast to
the historic Marne on August 28 without
opposition, and swept through equally historic
Chateau-Thierry the following day.

THROUGH BELGIUM, INTO GERMANY

to being the first Allied force to
begin
liberation
of Belgium
0n September the
2 the
Ninth laid
claim
when the reconnaissance troop entered near
Momignies at I Io7. At I I j j the 60th In fa,ntry
crossed the border. The Ninth was truly "an
Army of Liberation." In every town the Gls
were greeted by throngs of happy people who
had waited four long years and who now were
free. The Belgian "White Army" aided the
Americans when ever they could.

A letter from Major General J. Lawton
Collins, C. G. of VII Corps, to Major General
Craig gives an apt description of the division's
participation in the battles of Europe:

"After the fall of Cherbourg the Ninth

participated in the bitter fighting in the
swamps and hedgerows of Normandy, and
contributed materially to the breakthrough of
the German defenses that ended the `hedgerow'
fighting and opened the war of maneuver.

Joining in the pursuit, the division secured the
left flank of the VII Corps in its drive on
Morta.in, then bore a large share of the vicious
The Ninth continued the push through attacks of the German Seventh Army in the
Chimay, through Couvin, toward Dinant and Mortain-Cherence le Roussel area aimed at
the Meuse River. The crossing of the Meuse separating the American First and Third
has historically beenone of the most difficult Armies. With these German attacks bea,ten off,
of military operations. It was not less difficult the Ninth a,gain participated in the pursuit that
now,
assisted in closing the Falaise Gap from the
south.

Crossings were attempted at several points
-some were instantly successful, others required several thrusts. By September j, however, the Ninth had pressed across the Meuse
River.

The push continued and on September 13
the Ninth moved into Germany south of Roet-

gen. The following day the 47th Infantry
staked its claim of being the first Allied unit
to completely breach the Siegfried Line, advancing through the first zone a,nd on through
the second. The 38th and 60th meantime drove
into the Hurtgen Forest.

"After crossing the Seine, the Ma,me, and

the Aisne rivers in rapid succession, the Ninth
again came to grips with the retreating enemy
in the edge Of the Ardennes Forest east of
Hirson and drove him across the Meuse. The
division's successful crossing of the Meuse in the
vicinity of Dinant, in the face of strong
opposition, was one of the most difficult tasks
of this war. Using assault boats and rafts, the
initial crossing was at night. Despite heavy
losses the division established a secure bridgehead; which it held against spirited German
counter-attacks, then completed its crossing a,nd
•17

routed the enemy which fled to the east. The

pursuit continued without pause until the
division had joined in the breakthrough of the
West Wall,
"During these extensive operations the
Ninth Division advanced almost 6oo miles

against enemy opposition, captured over
28,ooo prisoners and participated in dree
major campaigns with not more than five days
out of action in a period of over four months.
This outstanding record is one of the finest in
the European Theater."

And there, for a moment, pauses the story
of the Ninth Infantry Division. It is today as
it eva5 yesterday, the gallant Story of fighting
men, sketched in honor of the living and the
dead who blazed a brilliant trail a;cross a qttarter of the world to do evhat bad to be done.
And tomorrow? Tomorrow's Story is noev in
your hands. It evtll be as magnificent a tale a§
the story of the past evhich yott have just reed,
if only yott, evith the help of God, decide that
it shall be so . . .
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If honors can properly be distributed by an unofficial ob-

server this early in the gune, we evould like to distribute
them . . .To the no`u) mdgrrificent 9th Division which, after

its fist upset, evay back dt EI Guettar in Tunisia, did an
excellent .Job in the final assault against Bizerte, did a good
•|ob in Sicily where it broke the backbone of enemy resist~

once at Troina, a;nd on this occasion has been as good as
possible. The infantry from the 9th Division rates a mass
Congressional Medal; it has been Splendid throughottt its
quiche advance to the Germans' life-line on the western edge
of the Cherbourg Peninsula, directly responsible for one of
our biggest victories of this evdr.

---William H . Stoneman (Chicago Da,ily News)

Neither Rain, nor snow, nor Hitler'5 SS can stop the Ninth
Infantry Divi5ion's a;mmundtion carriers headed by 1/Lt.

Marshall W . Potter . . . On one sucif.mission recently he cane

under machine-gun and rifle fire which pinned do'u]n unmo
carriers.Withtwomenhecravledtowardthefoanle,ca|itured
a Squad of SS men ctnd their weapons. He sent the Nazis

to the PW enclosure and the unmunition on to the front.
---The Stars and Stripes

lt mttst have been quite a shock f or the Nazis when the

Ninth event into action on the new front (Norma;edy). They
werer['t expecting the Americans to develop any such heavy
wallop a5 the neev troops carried.

---Car)i. Lowell M. Limpus

A British officer, speaking in German from London over the
facilities of the British Broddca§ting Cor|>oration, told the

Cherbourg defenders Tuesday that they had been trapped

by the United States Ninth lrrfantry Division and he reminded the enemy that this sane outfit had Shaped the great
Nazi defeat on Cape Bon inTuni5ia 13 months ago. The
text of the message as reported to the office of war informar

tion: Soldiers on the Cherbourg Periinsula: Allied naval,
air and ground forces have cut you off . Undt5 of the Ninth
American Infantry Division are close on your heels . . . Little

more tha;n a year ago, other German soldiers, commanded
by General von Arnim, evere driven into the sea by the
same American Ninth Infantry Division. The soldiers of

Arnim's army, evho then realized that it is not dishonorable
to surrender when one i5 defeated and can no longer re5i5t,

gave up the fight, and they have not regretted their decision.
---The Associated Pre55

American troops, heeded by the 9th Division, blasted a
Seven-mile-evide path across the neck of the Cherbourg Pete

insula Sunday, Putting a stranglehold on 25,ooo to 3o,ooo

Germans in and around the prized port of Cherbourg and
then slashed the Nazi 77th Division to pieces in a lploody

massacre evhen the enemy franticdlly tried to breale out . . . A

terrific Punch by the veteran 9th Division-rolling 12±|2
miles in two days for the iavasion'5 fa5te5t gain-drove
clear across the Peninsula and secured the Seacoast between
Car)e Carteret,18 miles 5outlowe5t of Cherbourg, and St.

Lo-D'Ourville.
---The Associated Press
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o the world, the North African landings Algiers, a.nd Pro-German Spanish Morocco
on 8 November Ig42, symbolized the seemed springboards for an enemy-planned
beginning of the end for the Axis. Here invasion of America.
was America's first continental invasion, and,
Montgomery planned and excuted his famlater, our first great land victory.
ous outflanking movement near EI Alema,in.
Dark days had preceded the Allied Invasion His battle-hardened Eighth Army proved
of North Africa. Rommel was poised for a themselves every bit as wily as the Deferc Fox
-Rommel. In the west, a pincer-type series of
final assualt upon the British Eighth Army in

T

Egypt. If successful, he would have been able
to engulf Cairo, Suez, and the Middle East.
The German Army in Russia, had reached its
talons southward, chopping through for a linkup. Had the two forces connected, India would
have been seriously endangered.

Japan, although suffering from the Midway
defeat, was sufficiently powerful enough to
chance an all-out offensive, aimed at meeting
the Nazis in India. This joining of the two
major axis partners would have given Allied
victory hopes a crushing blow.
Something had to be done, and the combined Chiefs of Staff decided upon an invasion

landings upon French Morocco and Algeria
started the United States Army on the long
road to Berlin.
The story of the African landings is a saga
of Regimental Combat Teams. For the 39th,
47th and 60th Regiments it was the grim
reality of ever-present death.

As a part of the :astern Assault Force'
the 38th Regiment set sail from Northern Ireland on 26 October 1942. The F4/co7"
became part of a large troopship convoy,

protected by na.val craft. Destination, then
unknown, was decoyed towards the United
of North Africa.
States. But three days of rough sailing eastward
For strategic value, the western area was ca,me to an abrupt ending; the course was
particularly important to America. German changed. As they headed south, the longU-boats and planes, operating in Vichy-con- awaited journey's end wa,s announced...
trolled territory, loomed as a rna,ssive threat to "Algiers... Sunday Morning... November
SouthandcentralAmerica.Dakar,Casablanca, 8th!"
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Troops were now oriented as to their duties,
the terrain, and what they would be likely to
find awaiting them, including individual

bade the first wa,ve over the side. Boa,t after
boat started on the 8-mile journey towards
land.

persons they might meet! Objectives were
studied down to the last detail; special maps
and pieces of information became eagerly
sought.

Two destroyers, the Ber#4Jo# and Co/e,
were disguised as French men-of-war, and
tricked their way under the harbor guns. Re-

War was brought home to men of the 2nd
Battalion about 24 hours before the invasion,
A torpedo struck the U. S. S. rboroc„ Sfo"c,
with the entire battalion board. The rest of the
convoy proceeded on, while Lt. Col. Walter
M. Oakes loaded his comma,nd on landing
craft. Led by a British Corvette, he planned to

turning the same signal as challenged them,
theBer#4Jo#confusedFrenchguncrews,which
allowed the destroyers to get inside the line of
fire,

Heavy guns of the battleship Ncce/ yorle

pasted French Coastal batteries at Pt. de la
Tour. Small arms fire met the Rc!¢.Jerf , AT

sail these small LCI's the 16o remaining miles

guns blazed away at their armor. The Bcr#4Jo#
went aground, and the Co/c rammed the quay

through .enemy-infested waters and join the

as it pulled alongside.

fight!

The boats became unseaworthy, and proceeded to break apart. Col. Oakes, forced to
reload his men aboard the Corvette, eventually
reached Algiers, without losing a man or piece
of equipment!
Meanwhile, the remainder of the 3gth
assaulted east of the City of Algiers. Coastal
batteries opened up on the Americans. In a
few hours the 3gth Combat Tea,in ha,d taken,
or had under fire, all its objectives. The French
sued for peace . . . the 39th Regiment had won
its first victory of World War 11!

Company A proceeded to attack the Safi
French barracks. They knocked out three Renault light tanks with rifle grenades, turned the
tanks around, and fired the guns against their
former owners !

The French countered with machine guns.
American mortars changed their minds, for the
resistance ceased, and the garrison surrendered.
The beachhead was expanded, a,nd American
might, including tanks of the 2nd Armored
Division and naval air-craft, forced the Vichy
forces to surrender. On November llth, an
armistice was proclaimed. The 47th Combat
Team was started on the path which earned

praise in this remark of Genera,1 Mark W. Clark
to King George VI, of England: "Your Maj.esty,
States on Friday, 23 October 1842, the 47th may I present the Crack 47th Regiment of the
Combat Team headed for Safi, French Mo- Crack Ninth Infantry Division!"
rocco. They had rehearsed their landings in
Chesapeake Bay, now they were going to get
a taste of the real thing!

Sailingfromtheeaste¥rncoastoftheUnited

Meanwhileo"2;ctobe"g42,the60th

One hour of 8 November I;42 had passed,
when the shrill voice-systems of the convoy

Combat Team was steaming, in eight trans~

ports, towards Port Lyautey and glory. The
23
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Ka,sba and the Airport were to be scenes of a
bloody baptism of fire for the "Go-Devils."

By far the roughest battle of the Ninth's
R. C. T.'s was encountered by the 60th. Counter-attacks, tank sorties, and cavalry were
brought into the fray by the fore-warned French
forces. Enemy aircraft strafed landing beaches,
and it was necessary to call on Navy Grumman Fighters. Soon the Navy ruled the skies as
well as the seas!

Naval fire from American vessels silenced
the salvoes of French guns. Later artillery be-

ir\+/\ir++++

and the now arriving 3rd Battalion Landing
Team.

*
SurrcnderoftheKasbaandtheportLyautey
Airport, after a furious and costly battle, forced the French to ask for truce. Lt. General L. K.
Truscott, then Brig. Gen., accepted as Sub-Task
Force CG. Out of the blood and sweat of
battle, the 60th had turned into a regiment of
veterans, and now faced with the rest of the
Division to the east and Rommel's vaunted

Afrika Korps.
From this baptism of fire, the Ninth Infantry Division battled its way to the final surrender of German forces on 9 May 184j. Great
positions ea,st of the Kasba. This was D-Day, victories have been won since that first short

gan falling on the 60th C.T. Communications
became almost non-existent. The 2nd Battalion
was outnumbered and had little support in its
1942!

Against armored columns and howitzers, the
Regiment moved out, on November 9th, to accomplish its mission of capturing the airport.
The 2nd Battalion battled on in the Kasba,
finally getting assistance from the 1 st Battalion,

I

campaign. Tunisia, Sicily, France, Belgium, and
Germany have been the Division's stepping
stones to victory. However, in the memories of
many old-timers and historians, that first battle
was the most important of them all. Hitler

probably thought so, tco!
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Iopenground,heran.. bravingthe heavy ar-

IT,un
a!/or was his middle name. At Schevenhutte he helped breach`the siegfried
. . . was part of;\the outfit that later

k a fanatical cointer-attack, He held
the Bronze Star, for heroi;
Alt 3-, Staff Sergeant

CJ Was

a veteran platoon leader
99chTandDestroyer Battalion. His
was attached
to the 47th Infantry R€giment near Duren.
When his outfit began attacking near 8cher~

penseel, Germany, on 2o-2I Novelri
Briles needed every bit of his fortitude

ep
going. The extreme fatigue of a milaria fever
relapse was sapping his strength. Knowing the
need for every man in the forthcoming battle,
Briles stuck it out aga.inst chills and sidme8s.

His actions from there on read lrie a Paul
Bunyan story, and earned for him the Congressional Medal of Honor.

The Germans were wedging a pocket to prevent junction of two American forces. Briles
led his platoon of destroyers acr.os§ an open
slope and came under concentrated artillery fire.
One of his destroyers received a direct hit
and started to bum. As it was mired in deep
mud, it beca.me a fixed target. The enemy poured machine gun, rifle, and artillery fire into the
exposed and crippled vehicle.
Briles dismounted, leaving the protection of
his armored vehicle. Across 2oo yards of muddy
26

tillery and small arms fire. Two men, he knew,
were still alive in the flaming turret.
He beat away the flames, using his hands,
and lowered himself into the inferno. After
carrying away the two wounded soldiers, the

malaria-ridden sergeant returned-under fireand extinguished the iflames. He then had the
destroyer removed to the rear and repair.

¥
Onthefollowingmominghedrovehisdestroyer into the advancing wedge of German
infantry. Using his machine gun, he sprayed
death and destruction-breaking up the enemy
packet, capturing ;j of the enemy, and ena.bling the American forces to join.
As the day progressed, one of his vehicles
was knocked out of action by a concealed tank.
Once more, Briles left the comparative safety
of his own destroyer to evacuate two wounded
from the blazing TD. Although there was extreme dariger that the ammunition would momentarily explode, the fearless sergeant returned to put out the fire. He then had the TD salvagcd.

The Germans must have felt relieved that
Staff Sergeant Briles was operating under the
handicap of illness . . . no telling what he might
do if he were completely well!

-.--

lli'Ei;ill:

robably the most courageous example
of serf-sacrifice `during the invasion
of Normandy wias inade by £€co#J
Lieutenant John E. Butts. Cerwinly ne manna.s
ever shown more intestinal f
nde chan he.
And, his posthumously iwar
ongr€ssional

Medal of Honor is but a p
loyalty which endured unti

story of a

ii
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A burst of machine gun fire swept him down.
Wri!hing in pain, he rose up and rallied his
men. Lt. Butts sent a squad on a flanking maneuver.

was now severely wounded in the stomermined to bring all fires
n himself
the attention would be
ay from the flanking squad, he held
together with one hand and made
one frontal assualt.

As a platoon leader in the 60th In
Butts was painfully wounded on 14 June 1944.
The bridgehead was in need of every combat
¥
leader, and, in order to continue aiding cxpant
sion of the American toehold, he refused treat-~ TheGapcrmanswerewaitingforhim-andanother burst hit his bullet-ridden body. With
ment.
superhuman strength, he dragged himself forward.
Sharp fighting ensued as Butts led `his plaAll eyes of the enemy were now centered
toon over the Douve River. On the 16ch he
upon
the long figure attacking them. Lt. Butts
was again wounded, but continued tb fightcame to within lo yards of the enemy lines,
refusing all aid.
then a direct burst of machine gun fire cut him

down,
Seeming to have a cast-iron constitution, he
carried on. When his company reached the vi-

The ganant lieutenant rose no more, but his

cinity of Flottemanville Hague, oric'eycele /¢~ actions had so completely taken the spotlight
cer, Lt.Butts was still on his feet, leading his that his platoon was able to maneuver around

men! Twice wounded-still going-he noticed

the unsuspecting Germans and destroy the for-

his Platoon fall back before an extremely forti-hx

tifications.

fled hill, where the Germans had tanks, antiSuch were the men of the Ninth . . . such are
tank guns, machine guns, pillboxes, and rifle
the men of America . . . such was Second Lieufire. The enemy positions were protected by artena.rut John E. Butts of Co"paLny E.
tillery and mortars.
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AND SO THE ENEMY...
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''JMARIAIjllp;MIINSCHAU;7
T hey found him face down on the side of a
An article from rJA4£ „4 G4 Z/IVE about
an interesting character who met the Ninth Infantry Division at Monschau.

\\,,

hill in the Sedjenane Valley. Bullets had pierced his head and mouth and ripped across his
waist. Nearby were the lifeless bodies of French
Commando scouts who fell with him in a suicidal attempt to storm a German machine-gun
nest.

en the Americans mardied into Monschau on the German-Belgian frontier last September (1944), pretty Maria, a 17-year-old
German watched them in stony silence. But she
confided her feelings to her lover, Peter, an SS
man, in letters which she could not mail to unoccupied Germany. The letters were discovered
when Maria was arrested last week for talking
to a would-be Nazi saboteur.
"I feel it clearly," wrote Maria, "that we,

of us . . . I hate the Americans. One thing they

cannot take away from us. We will start our
new life under the old principle that we have
been taught: To live means to fight . . . I wish
the new secret weapon would appear. The flames are licking up to the Rhine. My Cologne,
Peter! Isn't there any justice any more to make
these culprits pay?

"The American is altogether a comical sol-

the youth, are a sorely tried, but also a steeled dier. He stands guard with an umbrella . . . The
American comes and then he gets no farther . . .
youth and as hard as iron, destined to fight on
for the ideal of our indispensable Fuhrer. When They are not soldiers . . . jitterbugs and tango
everybody deserts the Leader, he will be able lovers ... `fight' and `advance' are foreign
to depend on his real youth. They will never words to them . . ."
betray him . . .
"Besides all our other troubles, we have these
Americans in the street. These pigs are afraid

As an afterthought she added: "Today I just
about rushed into a buried mine. An American
saved my life."

When the Httn has seized the rod,
He 5mite5 his fellow man and God;
But evhen the Hun is poor and down,
He's the meekest man in town.
From the Dutch, I 58o

Tha.t was the end of "Molotov," the U. S.
Ninth Infantry Division's one-man army in
North Africa and one of the most fantastic
personalities of the war. Incredible as the heroic feats and shenanigans of this unbridled soldier may seem they have been substantia,ted by

men who knew him and fought with him in
the famous fighting Ninth.
Molotov's name was really Karl Warner. He
was a private, hated and loved by officers and
fellow soldiers alike who long regarded him as
the poorest example of a man in uniform. But
before he fell dead on that Tunisian hill, when
the chips were down and the tiresome trainingcamp days over, Molotov proved himself to be
one of the most efficient and courageous soldiers in his or any other army; a, soldier whose
fabulous story may make him the Sgf . yo7.fe
of World War 11.
A boastful, loud-mouthed "wise guy," Molotov refused to be subjected to discipline. He
wore outlandish uniforms, never completed a
1.oute march. He fell asleep on guard, deserted
his post and talked his way free of two courtsmartial. He won fabulous sums in crap games,
bitched about Army life from reveille to taps,

There wasn't a rule in the book Molotov
didn't tear up into little pieces.

Ontheotherhand,=olotovperformedincredible feats in combat, albeit by his own peculiar methods. He ha,d little respect for Army
routine and red tape, yet rlever was known to

get out of hand under fire. Whereas 'he never
questioned combat orders, he was apt tojraise
hell when a colonel told him to get a haircut.
With the same persuasive measures that saved him from courts-martial he bluffed an entire
Italian company into surrender. He exposed
himself to enemy fire on numerous occasions to
direct artillery, and once saved his own com-

pany from being trapped by a superior enemy`
force.

Frequently disappea,ring on unauthorized
solo expeditions for days, Molotov located
enemy positions which assigned observers failed
tQ find. He captured an Ara,b spy and was the
first of his outfit to scale the wall of a, besieged
fort, where he found upward of 4o,ooo francs
and distributed them among his buddies.

Moreover, hc killed more than a score of
enemy officers and men in hand-to-hand combat on scouting trips, but he never discussed it.

That was Molotov, about whom one of his officers is reported to have said: "There is scarce-

was insubordinate to all ranks and was 4Tyo£

ly anything you could write about him that
would not be true," and about whom reports
are just reaching Britain from Mediterranean

so many times nobody knew the actual count.

sources.
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Although his name was Warner, nobody
knew him by that. It was "Molotov" at roll
call. Even his batta.lion is said to have consulted his service record to find his true identity.

It was "Molotov" from the moment another
soldier pinned the tag on him at Fort Bragg.
About his civilian life little is known except
that he lived alone in a boarding house on 44th
St. in Manhattan, was known a.s "Curly"
around the news-stand at 46th and Broadway,
seemed to have been all over the U.S.A., claimed to have been on familiar terms with radio
and screen stars, did business for and with racketeers, and once said he was "part Russian and

part Jewish."
But from the day he arrived as a sad selectee
at Fort Dix, cla,d in camel-hair coat, pearlgray slacks and white silk muffler, and ha,tlcss
until he was killed last April, the escapades of
the 24 year-old blond, curly-haired and handsome Molotov were discussed more by the division than all the rest of the war.

Another known cia:acteristic was Molly's
fetish for gambling. He favored dice, but
anything would do, with stakes ranging from
five cents to five hundred dollars. After one session his pockets bulged with S I,2oo. Three
days later he lost it to civilian sharpies in a

he was picked up frequently by MPs, sporting
an officer's blouse, tailormade trousers and tan
silk shirt.

His disregard for training programs, desertion of his post on guard duty, refusal to wear
a helmet, constant brawls and loud boasts eventually made Molotov disliked from top to bottom, from high-ranking officers to the men
with whom he lived. Everybody sa.id he would
be a handicap in combat, and a transfer to
move him elsewhere would have received unanimous approval.
Strangely, Molotov never gold-bricked on
KP and nobody understood why he did even
more than his share of work in the kitchen.

+

It was in the early da,ys of the North African
campaign that Molotov the misfit found his

place in the Any and a warm spot in the
hearts of the men, although his unique actions
continued on even a larger scale. At Port Lyautey he turned up without a bit of equipment,
and after his platoon sergeant ordered him to

brought him fruit, wine and eggs. Never a close
associate or confidant of any one person, Molotov reigned in his tent alone.

The outstanding exploit of this "poorest
example
of a soldier" occured at Station de
*
Sened, where Molotov's platoon was covered
It was a,t Port Lyautey, too, tha,t Molotov ac- by a company of Italian infantry dug in on
higher ground.

get some he returned wearing a Navy raincoat,
turtle-neck sweater and white hat and carrying
an M-1 rifle.

pool room. On another occasion he dropped
$ 4 jo in half an hour. But his credit was always
good. He was never known to Welch or stall off
payment of a loan.

Through the French Moroccan, Maknassy
and Sedjenane battles he appeared a.t various
times in French scarlet and blue capes, in an armored soldier's "zoot suit," in Italian beret
with a huge, black plume, with an Italian officer's belt on the style of a Sam Browne, and always armed with two pistols and a carbine.

Officers and non-coms agreed it was impossible to enforce discipline with the unruly Molotov. At Fort Dix he was seen wearing civilian
clothes for several days after induction while
other recruits were wearing GI. At Fort Bragg

In Port Lyautey he made friends quickly
with the Arabs. In short order he had them
build him a tent, furnish it with rugs, tapestries,
lamps, pictures, cot and mattresses, table and
chair. Furthermore, they dug his foxholes and

vantage points less courageous men would not
attempt to reach.

i
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attempted to make trades. But Molotov said,
"No." He removed them from an enemy officer

whom he had killed in his first day in combat

-and he aimed to keep them.

.

Later, those glasses were to serve many useful purposes. While he was attached to a rifle
company, a great deal of his self appointed
service was done for the artillery, extremely
dangerous observation of enemy positions from

By this time regarded as his company's best
scout, Molotov took with him an Italian inter-

preter, and without thought of personal risk
openly walked up the hill toward the Italian
position. The enemy evidently thought it was
a surrender and withheld fire. Two men came
out to meet the intrepid Molotov.

With his gift of ga,b, Molotov made them believe they were surrounded by a superior American force. The Ita.Iians, however, could not
surrender, they said, until they were ordered to
do so by a colonel who was then in the rear.
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Accompanied by his company comma,nder,
Molotov went back to the Italians a second
time, and when they stood fast he was the first
to charge the defended ground and unarm 14o
men without firing a shot.

Thefollowingdayh:toldhisplatoonsergeant he was going up ahead "to see what the
score is." Standing atop a hill 9oo yards from
his company and waving his pistols above his
head, Molotov shouted, "Finish la guerre. . .
finish la guerre." The sound echoed and reechoed over the hills while enemy machine-guns
sprayed the hill with searching fire.
Crouched between two boulders he made
mental notes of the machine-gun positions, relayed the information to the artillery, and in a
short time the enemy emplacements were wiped
out. A few of the shells landed short, endangering Molotov's company. He complained loudly
to an artillery officer, who rewarded him with
a curt remark about his crazy-quilt uniform.
The artillery, nevertheless, tried to have Molotov transferred a,s an observer, but the infantry
wouldn't hear of it.
\ In Maknassy he was creditedwith saving the

company from being trapped by reporting an
enemy force, captured an Arab spy possessing

He was part of a file assigned to maintain
contact between his unit and a force of French
on the left flank. That job was too dull for a
man of Molotov's caliber. He passed on word
that he was going up with the French Goums to
see once more "what the score was." He reported a German machine-gun nest and was last
seen on his way-overseas cap, pistols and carbine-with a patrol of the French Comman.dos.

By Tom Henry, in the 1%J4;#gjo# Et;e7».#g S£4r, Sept. 3oth, 1943

His body was discovered by the French and
reported to an American liaison officer. They
found a Nazi flag in Molotov's hip pocket, but

the high ravines and among the clouds. All

his prized field glasses were gone.

Thereweretwocharg¥espendingagains"he
poorest example of a man in uniform" when he
was killed. They were dropped from his record
in accordance with Army policy.
Even in death he beat the rap.
When reports that Molotov was dead spread
like wildfire, the men who once scorned the
ebullient smart aleck were genuinely affected.
"It's a dirty trick on him," one of his buddies
is said to have remarked. "That's what he lived
for-more courts-martial to talk his w{tv
out of."
An officer added: "I didn't think itwaspossible for anybody to kill him. He was fearless."

goo francs of Nazi-controlled Vichy French
money, and made his way alone, through a
That was the mysterious Molotov, whose
minefield to locate disbanded American equipspirit
probably will live as long as the men
ment, including mortars and Tommy guns.
with whom he fought are alive; who was
awarded posthumously the Silver Star "for
Thecurtaincamedo;nonMolotov,scolor- brave and daring actions . . . reflecting the highful, though brief, Army career shortly after- est tradition of the military service"; whose
ward in the Sedjenane Valley push. It came body now lies in a shallow grave on a roadside
down before he fulfilled an ambition of supply- in Sedjenane or in a military cemetry between
ing every man in the company with a German Gafsa and Mateur.
Nobody knows for sure.
machine pistol.

progress was made at night. A brilliant full
moon made concealment much more difficult.
For nearly I oo hours the 60th Regiment of the
Ninth Division moved over mountain slopes
thick with thorn bushes and over stony peaks
ca.pped with thin clouds with what was essen-

¥
At one time' the colonel in command re-

counts whimsically, the entire strange line of
tially absolute silence in a rna,sterly tactical march was led by a "ghost," a.role filled by
move to cut the one road supplying Randazzo
Captain W. H. Barnwell of Burlington, N. C.
from the north coast. The maneuver required
He previously had reconnoitered the ground
that nearly 4,ooo men with essential supplies ahead with a small scouting party. The night
and equipment be moved through a thinly inwas very cold. Captain Barnwell preceded the
habited mountain country not only without
leading company by a few yards, an olive drab
being seen but without disturbing the normal
blanket draped over his head, clouds giving the
routine of life, and thus arousing suspicion.
blanket a sort of ghostly look. He took slow,
measured steps so as not to knock loose a stone
The rna.rch covered approximately 4o miles.
The countryside was, for the most part, road- or step on a dry stick which would make a revealing sound. The idea that the line of march
less. Where short roads were marked on the
was
led by a supernatural figure seems to have
map it was necessary to avoid them. About the
come
to everybody and Captain Barnwell now
closest approach to roads which could be folis spoken of everywhere as "the ghost."
lowed at any time were goat tracks.

One fairly large town, Capesi, lay directly
across the route decided on and was the worst
stumbling block encountered by the commander of the regiment. Only a minimum of equipment was carried-one blanket and a few rations by each man. Nights were bitterly cold in

Apparently the enemy never suspected that
a large body of men was moving into a vital
postition so close to him. Until this part of the
strategy was completed not a shot was fired
and not a man lost. Even the slighest skirmish,
of course, would have been fatal to the plan.
33
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Achievement of nearly complete silence of
4,ooo harching. for four days is w:ll-nigh incredible. It involved elaborate preparation with
attention to every minute detail which might
be th: cause of any sort of noise. The men had
to fade into the countryside, to move without
disturbing the scenery familiar from childhood
t6 all the local farmers, a,lso without disturbing

nervous tension in a,ll ranks-the silent march
called for no newt `principles of . warfare, but
only the application of principles to be found,
even though scattered and unco-ordinated, in
American infantry manuals.

"There are very few problems in infantry

tactics the best answers to which Cannot be
found there if one looks closely enough," says
the ordinary rural sounds such as the singing of the colonel who commanded the march. "The
birds in the bushes or the tinkling of bells.
American Army has left very few conceivable
The latter, by the way, were a serious prob- situations unprovided for but it may be diffilen. A favorite ruse of German scouts in the cult to recall in an emergency just what the
mountains, it was known, was to wear cow- answers have been."
He recalls studying at West Point, he says, a
bells. Thus any noise made while moving
. through the bushes would be attributed to graz- somewhat similar silent march by which Napoing cattle and they could come very close to leon took an artillery regiment under the walls
the point where they desired to make observa- of an enemy city by using the same rigid discitions.

Day after day the soldiers, hidden motionless in brush pa,tches and bits of woods, had to
listen to these tinkling bells without daring to
"shoo" the cows away and not knowing whe-

Allowing for this discipline-all the more
difficult to maintain because of the extreme
34

Before starting every bit of equipment was
examined to make sure there were no loose

parts which would rattle as the men walked.
Selected scouts went ahead of each platoon,
feeling out every step to make sure of not
breaking a twig or knocking loose a stone. The
rest of the men in single file stepped for the
' most part precisely in the footsteps of the
scouts. A minimum of orders were given. The
men understood what was expected of them.
Such orders as were necessary were given in
very low whispers and passed on in this way
from man to man. Movement, of course, was
very slow.

*

pline and by wrapping the wheels of his caissons in blankets and rags.

*

A

t the outset of the march it was obvious
that a,ll movement must be at night. Any
ther they actually were enemy scouts.
movement in daylight would be impossible to
The achievement called, of course, for the conceal from farmers, shepherds, country
most rigid discipline. This Regular Army regi- women washing at the doors of their huts and
ment, most of whose members are veterans of peasants driving back and forth over the rocky
the Tunisian campaign, is among the best disci- roads with their gayly painted Sicilian carts'.
plined regiments in the American Army. This Even if none of these actually repor€ed the
applies, by and large, to the entire Ninth Div- movement, rumors were bound to be carried
ision, which had just relieved the First at the back to the Germans.
time the epic march was made. Even in the rest
Little geographic detail of the country ahead
area where it now is bivouacked there is a neat- was known. It was necessary for scouting
ness and clocklike precision of movement in the
parties to explore the route almost yard by
60th better than that seen in other Regular
yard. The major problem was to find woodArmy units.
ed or brush-covered areas in an essentially

+

be- done about the moonlight. Actually it did
not prove such a disadvantage as might have
be.en supposed.

barren country properly spaced so that the
distance between them could be covered in a
very slow march in the hours of darkness from
about 9 p. in. to f a. in. There was nothing to

P rhaps

hardest of all were not the movements themselves but the necessary halts
through more than 12 hours of daylight. The
men, always cramped by the cold of the
mountain night, had to find the shelter and sit
or crouch all day long with little possibility of
changing their positions. They had to open
their C ration cans and eat the cold pork and
beans and dry biscuits in these with great difficulty. When the natural concealment seemed

somebody was bound to observe the presence

of a big body of troops. The colonel in command decided on a bold move. Detaching one
company he marched it straight through the
town, mess kits and other equipment rattling,
the men singing, tramping heavily on the
pavements and exchanging pleasantries with
the townsfolk. Meanwhile, the rest of the
regiment was moved silently past on both sides
of the little mountain city. Obviously it would
be reported to the Germans that a very small
American force somehow had wandered into
the hills and didn't seem to know what they
were doing.

¥
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e movement, it must be understood, was
of an entire infantry regiment including pack
trains and cannon company. The food and
medical supplies were carried on pack mules.
Concealment of these mules during the day was
another major problem. Each animal had to
be held by the bridle by a soldier all day long.
It was impossible to prevent a mule from
braying now and then, but this did not prove
serious since the brays mingled naturally with
the rural sounds.

The cannon offered a far more difficult

problem. They were exchanged for demoungood, smoking was allowed, but only by a few table guns intended to be carried up mountain
men at a time, for fear the flash of matches sides on pack mules.
and the wisps of smoke coming from the bushes
The one pleasant feature of the march,
would reveal their presence. When there was
officers recall, was the mountain water. There
fog even this was impossible because the flash
were ice cold springs at every halting place.
of . a match shows unnaturally red then. At
Noneoftheenemywereencounteredanywhere.
night smoking was rigorously prohibited.
Apparently not the slightest suspicion was
The big obstacle, recognized from the first, aroused among the peasants. The march ended
wa`s the town of Capesi. There seemed no way at Mount Albano, where the regiment found
a royal welcome awaiting it.
to avoid passing close enough` to it so that
35

The strategic significance of the "march of
the silent men," officers of the Ninth Division
point out, 'hardly can be overestimated. It cut
off the Gerinan supply line and virtually made
continued resistance in that sector impossible.

ii
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It was here that the enemy, fighting a desperate
delaying action, made probabl`y the stiffest
resistance encountered in Sicily. The march
did much to make inevitable the capitulation
of Messina to the Third Division a few days
later.

hehcorporalAlfredperrott-White
walked into lan orderly:room in
November 1944 to report for
duty after a transfer from the Mediterranean he
was only a private, but a full general wandering
into the area couldn't have caused more con-

\X./
sternation.

In the first place, Perrott-White was 46
'

years old, with a distinct British accent and
the hawk-nosed face of a British-Indian

colonel, which he might very well have
In the second place, he had a pair of RAF
officer's wings sewed above one pocket of his
GI blouse, and above the other he wore 2o
campaign ribbons and decorations four rows
deep.

The ribbons were a bewildering collection
of French, British and American medals,
indicating service in two wars in the RAF, at
Khyber Pass and in the French Foreign Legion.
Among the meda,ls was the Croix de Guerre across the border into Germany for
time. Because of his age and knowledge
with two silver stars.
"Okay, General MacArthur," said the top languages, his principal job .now is to get as
close to the lines as possible to interview
kick, a tough customer named Albers, thumbing
civilian refugees filtering through from the
the pages until he came to the section marked
other
side.
"Citations and Decora,tions." He settled back

to read, he stared uneasily from time to time
at Perrott-White. Then he snapped the service
record shut and settled back to think.
"I quit," he said finally. "When I got to

worry about putting Beau Gestes and Paddy
Finucanes on KP in my own outfit, it's time
for me to quit."
And he retired to the privacy of his chambers.

Since then the reacti:n to perrott-White in
the U. S. Army has been the same. I met him
in Belgium just as we were about to plunge

The idea is to get information about mine
fields, enemy-troop concentrations, etc., in the
path Of the advancing corps. I saw French and
Belgian civilians take one look at PerrottWhite and his decorations and begin to address
him excitedly as "mon colonel."

Colonels in his outfit have been known to
ask Perrott-White questions concerning British battle tactics at Amiens in the last war and
phases of the Foreign Legion campaign against
the Riffs in Africa. He ha,s been visited by
highranking RAF officers who used to fly with
him in the old days when he was a flight
lieutenant (the equivalent of captain). And
37
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once a driver at headquarters got into a terrific
fight with three men from the armored division
who looked at Perrott-WhiteJ and his decorations and described him as being full of it.

*

killed by machine-gun fire down the road, and
the battle went on for three days more.

Perrott-White got to his feet and stumbled
outside in the pitch blackness. There was a
confusion of yells and the noise of explosions.

"Were being attacked by the Germans!"

Perrott-White refus:d to fight against
Americans after the Craw incident. The battery commander, who was an old friend of
Perrott-White's, then turned his staff car over

someone shouted. And the battery began un-

Perrott-White is the only genuine so`ldier otf
fortune many of the' officers and men have
seen outside the movies, and accordingly he
has become a sort of legend in the outfit.

packing its guns. They still couldn't see a thing,

Gls will whisper furtive asides to you that
Perrott-tyhite i.s thef``son of a viscount, that he
was a gerier+art?shier€d out of the British Army
and that.'`h£`\owns in.illions of dollars worth of
diamqud' mines^ in South Africa.
I,
~'irori;, bfI i,,,:`+.,-..
thi; is
true. The Perrott-White

fighting.

but Perrott-White went to the crest of a hill
as a forward observer, and the battery began
to cover the approaches to the river mouth. For
three hours they didn't know whom they were

to the sergeant, and Perrott-White used it as
a Red Cross ambulance for the three days of
battle. He drove out into the middle of the
fighting to pick up the wounded of both sides.

lie thus saved the lives of at least two dozen
Yanks and Frenchmen. This little job earned
him one of his three Croix de Guerre. The
citation, in his service record, reads: "With
c6urage and calmness during the three days
of combat he successfully performed his mission, at all times under the heavy fire of the
battling forces."

Finally at 7:4j a. in. it began to get light.
Then the planes came over. Perrott-White took
one look at the first attacking plane, and went

running into the captain commanding the
career, however, reads like soinething out of battery, an Indo-Chinese. "My God," said
a Hollywood script. Even his entry into the Perrott-White, "they're Americans." No one
else had ever seen the American white star
U. S. Army was unique. Whereas most Gls
insignia.
"You're crazy," said the captain, "the
make their first contact with the Army through
Americans
would never attack us." And he
the drab medium of an induction center,
Perrott-White took a few pot shots at it with ordered the battery to keep on firing.
a 7j-mm before hc enlisted.
Perrott-White went back to his OP. Just as
It happened in North Africa in November he got there, our second wave of assault-boats
IS;42. Perrott-White was then a sergeant in the was coming into shore. Directing the fire, he
Foreign Legion. He was attached to a battery made sure to place all the battery's shells to the
of 7j's thrown in as part of the French coast- right and over the landing craft. At ten o'clock
defense system around the vital port of Lyau- in the morning the firing ceased and a jeep
tey in Morocco.
came ashore carrying a flag of truce and
Perrott-White was reclining comfortably in Colonel Craw, for whom Craw Field at Port
the sack that night, all packed up and ready to Lyautey was later named. Perrott-White ran
leaveforDakarinthemoming,whensuddenly, out to meet the colonel and gave him directions
at 4:3o a. in., he was lifted from his cot by the to the French commanding officer's headforce of an explosion and deposited neatly
across the room. A 16-inch shell from one of
our battlewagons had exploded less than f oo

yards away. The invasion of North Africa
Wats On.

After the armistice was signed at Port Lyautey, he immediately began to incorporate the
Frehch forces into our own fighting machine.
Perrott-White was assigned to the 60th U. S.
Artillery as an instructor and interpreter for
French officers sent over to learn American
a,rtillery weapons.

He liked American Army life and chow, and
after a long process of getting his discharge
from the French Army and the permission of
the British War Office in London, he enlisted
in the U. S. Army at the Atlantic base section
in Casablanca.

quarters.

He went through the invasion of Italy with
the Fifth Army G-2 and finally in September

"Blimey, you're a Limey," said the colonel.
"I need someone like you. 1'11 see you later."

1943 became a naturalized American citizen.

Moving to the ETO, he replaced a man in the

But Colonel Craw never came back. He was

fightirig at St. Mere Eglise on D-plus-five and
was in the thick of combat in the following campaigns - in the very division he fought a,gainst
in November 1942 !!

Perrott-Whitewasbo:ninLondonl898.His
father was a wealthy publican who owned a
string of prosperous pubs in the London area.
The cafe life didn't appeal to young Alfred,
so at the age of 13 he ran a.way to sea and
completed two round-the-world voyages on
a four-master, ending up as a second mate.

When the first World War broke out, his
skill as a navigator seemed importa,nt to the
Roya.I Flying Corps, and he was signed on as
a navigator and observer in the old two-place
pl-apes. He flew Camels and Spads and SE-;'s.
Soon he qualified as a pursuit pilot and fin-

ished out the war battling in one of the many
Allied feuds with Richthofen's Flying Circus.
He is credited with the destruction of three
enemy planes.

¥
One day

Perrott-White was flying his

Camel against the circus and got his engine
shot up. In spite of that, he brought the ship
down and made a forced landing in No Man's
Land. As he landed he was thrown from the
plane and hurled into shell hole half filled.
with water. In the water were the corpses of
seven Germans who had been dead for 14 or
I f da.ys. They reeked.

Perrott-White tried to get out of the hole,
but both his ankles were sprained and he
couldn't wa.Ik. Not only that, but both sides
opened fire on the aircraft and destroyed it.
Duri.ng the shelling, he had to keep clucking his
39.
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head under the stinking water to keep from
being hit.

Four days and four nights Perrott-White
sat in that hole. Every time he showed his head,
the Germans opened fire. There was no food
and no drinking water. He began to go crazy
from the smell. On the evening of the fourth
day, the British counter-attacked beyond him.
Two litter bearers picked him up and carried
him to the rear.

*
Perrott-White,thenaflightlieutenan"esigned his commission in Iglg after a hitch with
the Army of Occupation. He tried to go back
to sea. But the postwar maritime depression
had set in, and there was no work.
Onedayheshowedupatarecruiting office in London and enlisted as
a. private in the I9th Hussars, a regiment of cavalry going to India to

patrol the northwest frontier.
He fought the Insurgents in the
Khyber Pass, then fought long sieges
of malaria and dysentery. Finally he
was sent back to England and discharged. The
doctors relayed him to the United States for a
change of cHmate.

He had a wonderful time in the States, a
factor that led him to join the Army and
become a citizen later. He had plenty of money
and a motorcycle, so he spent two years just
touring around the country. He hit every state
and then polished off Central America, Mexico
and Panama. After that he returned to England. But again he found that he just couldn't
lead a norma,I life.
So one day he up and joined the Foreign
Legion. One of the most brilliant episodes in
the history of the Legion was written during
the defeat of France in I94o, and Perrott-

White was right in the midst of it. By this time
he was a comparatively old man of 42, but it
was then that he earned two of his three Croix
de Guerre.
+

he held the Germans off. Then he was wounded
and captured.
Nobody ever expected him again, but he
turned up at Lyon weeks later. He and a
Polish soldier had escaped from a moving

During the so-called phony-war phase per-

prison train near Sedan.
The French authorities scratched their heads,

rott-White was on patrol with six men between
the Siegfried and the Maginot Lines. Suddenly
he looked up and discovered the Germans had
made a strong tank advance across the border.
The patrol was cut off.
Perrott-White gathered the patrol together
and worked out a plan to escape. The tanks
hadn't spotted them yet, so he and the others
dropped to their hands and knees and crawled
toward the tanks from the rear.
When they reached the tanks, they
climbed up on the aprons of the
rearmost tanks and dropped fused

gave Perrott-White a Croix de Guerre with a
silver star, promoted him to sergeant
and sent him back to rejoin his outfit in Africa.

I

*

day Perrott-White goes about
his business quietly and professionally, just fike the other highly shilled
Gls in his section. He is a mild, unassuming little guy with thinning
brown hair. Unless he is asked a
direct question, he never talks about himself, and,
except for the RAF wings a,nd decorations (which
he even wears on his combat suit), it is difficult
to ten him from the rest.
Hc speaks a half-dozen languages fluently
and from time to time gets a chance to demon-

hand grenades into the slots. Four

tanks were blown up that way.
In the confusion the other panzers
pulled back, and Perrott-White and
the rest of the patrol escaped to
their own lines. That earned him the first of
the Croix de Guerre.

I

"I guess I'm just a 3o-year-man at heart." But

strate his soldier's skill.

When you ask Perrott-White why he still
wants to be a soldier at his age, he says at first:

i<

e second came during the retreat to Dunkirk. Perrott-White was part of the French
forces fighting the rearguard action for the
retreat. He commanded a suicide squad of four
men charged with manning a heavy machine-

**

*

then he starts talking about his father and six
brothers. His father and two of the brothers
were killed by the Germans at Mons and Ypres
in the last war. Two other brothers were killed
by the Germans in France Ig4o. The fifth was
killed by the Germans in the London blitz. He
was an air-raid warden and a bomb blew him
to pieces as he was pulling wounded
out of a ruined building.
That left just one brother -Bernard, the youngest. When PerrottWhite'soutfitrecentlyfoughtitsway
through Moncornet, just outside
Chateau-Thierry, he stopped off at
theEnglishcemeterytheretovisitthe
gra,ve of his oldest brother, Frank,
killed at Ypres in 1915. He found

Frank's grave. Then he looked
across the row and saw less than six feet away
seven new crosses. Out of curiosity, PerrottWhite went over. The crosses marked the grave
of an RAF Lancaster crew that had crashed
nearby. Six of the graves had names. The
last was merely rna.rked "Officer Unknown."
Perrott-White looked at the names and felt a
chill because he knew that the men were all
members of his remaining brother's crew.

**

gun at all costs.

The gun was attacked by a strong German
patrol and the four men were killed. PerrottWhite was wounded in the neck but he
managed to stay a.t the gun.

In some way, he kept it in action - loading,
sighting and firing by himself. For I j minutes
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didn't move. He just said, "Why, that was one
The startled soldier gasped, leaned forward
of our shells."
and looked closely, then blurted out, "Jesus
And since I had known General Eddy for Christ!"

*
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ne of the f a.vorite generals among the
war correspondents was Major G€n..
eral Manton S. Eddy, commander
of the Ninth Division. We liked him because
he was absolutely honest with us, because he
was sort of old-shoe and easy to talk with,
and because we thought he was a mighty good

general. We had known him in Tunisia and
Sicily, and then there in France.
Like his big chief ; Lieutenant General Omar
Bradley, General Eddy looked more. like a
schoolteacher then a soldier. He was a big, tall
man but he wore glasses and his eyes had a
sort of squint. Being a Mid-westerner, he talked
like one. He still claimed Chicago as home,
although he had been an Army officer for
twenty-eight years. He was wounded in the
last war. He was not glib, but he talked well
and laughed easily. In spite of being a professional soldier he despised war and, like any
ordinary soul, was appalled by the waste and
tragedy of it. He wanted to win it and get

::`On THE nlnTH
As a rule he stayed at his desk during the
moming and made a tour of regimental and
battalion command posts during the afternoon.
Usually he went to the front in an unarmed

jeep, with another jeep right behind him carrying a machine gunner and a rifleman on the
alert for snipers. His drivers used to say when
they started out, "Hold on, when he's traveling." He carried a portable telephone ±n h].s

jeep, and if suddenly wanted to talk with any
of his units he just stopped along the road and
plugged into one of the wires lying oh the
ground.

*

General Eddy especially liked to show up
in places where his soldiers wouldn't expect
to see him. He knew it helped the soldiers'
spirits to see their commanding general right
up at the front where it was hot. So he walked
around the front with his long stride, never
clucking or appearing to be concerned at all.

One day I rode around with him on one of
his tours. We stopped at a command post and
were sitting on the grass under a tree, looking
had fixed it up nicely for him with a bed, a at maps, with a group of officers a,round us.
desk, cabinets, and rugs. His orderly was an Our own artillery was banging nearby, but
obliging, dark-skinned sergeant who was a nothing was coming our way. Then, like a
native of Ecuador. Some of his officers slept in flash of lightning, there came a shell just over
foxholes, but the general slept in his truck. One our heads, so low it went right through the treenight, however, while I was with his division, tops, it seemed. It didn't whine, it swished.
Everybody, including full colonels, flopped
it got too hot even for him. Fragments from
over
and began grabbing grass. The shell exshells bursting nearby started hitting the top
of the truck, so he got out.
ploded in the next orchard. General Eddy

home just a.s badly as anybody else.
When the general was in the field he lived
in a truck that used to be a machine shop. They
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quite a while, I was bold enough to say, "General, if that was one of ours all I can say is
uring the Cherbourg Peninsula Campaign
that this is a hell of a way to run a war. We're
I spent nine days with the Ninth Infantry
fighting toward the north, and that shell was

D

goirig south."

Division - the division that cut the peninsula,
and one of the three that overwhelmed the

The general just laughed.

great port of Cherbourg. The Ninth is one of
our best divisions. It landed in Africa and it
¥
fought through Tunisia and Sicily. Then it
Thegeneralalsolikedtogetupatfouro,clock went to Engla,nd in the fa.Il of 1943, and trained
in the morning once in a while and go poking all winter for the invasion of Fra,nce. It was
around into message centers and mess halls, one of the two American divisions in the invasion that had had previous ba.ttle experience.
giving the boys a start. It was one of these
An odd thing happened to the Ninth while
night meanderings that produced his favorite
we
were in the Mediterranean. For some reason
war story. It was in Africa and they were in
which
we have never fathomed the Ninth
a new bivouac. It was raining cats and dogs,
wasn't
released
through censorship as early as
and the ground was knee-deep in mud. The
tent pegs wouldn't stay in and the pup tents it should have been, while other divisions were.
kept coming down. Everybody was wet and As a result, the division got a complex that
miserable. So, late at night, the general started it was being slighted. They fought hard, took
out on foot around the area, just because he heavy casualties, and did a fine job generally,
felt so sorry for all the kids out there. As he but nobody back home knew anything about it.
Lack of recognition definitely affects morale.
walked he passed a soldier trying to redrive
Every
commanding general is aware that publithe stake that held down the front of his pup
city
for
his unit is a factor in morale. Not
tent. The soldier was using his steel helmet as
publicity in the manufa.ctured sense, but a
public report to the folks back home on what
an outfit endures and what it accomplishes.
The average doughfoot will go through his
share of hell a lot more willingly if he knows
soldier saw the light he called out, ``Hey, bud, that the home folks know about it.
come and hold that light for me, will you?"
*

a hammer, and he was having a bad time of it.
Every now and then he would miss the stake
with the helmet and would squash mud all over
himself. He was cussing and fuming. The
`general was using his flashlight, and when the

So General Eddy obediently squatted down
a.nd held the light while the soldier pounded
and spattered mud, and they finally got the
peg` driven. Then as they got up, the general
;aid, "Soldier, what's your na.me?"

As

a result of this neglect in the Mediterranean, the Ninth laid careful plans so chat it
wouldn't happen again. In the first place,+a
new censorship policy was arrived at, under
which the identities of the divisions ta.king
`43

part in a campaign would be publicly released
just as soon as it was definitely established that
the Germans knew they were in combat. With
that big hurdle accomplished, the Ninth made
sure that the correspondents themselves would
feel at home with them. They set up a small
Public Relations section, with an officer in
charge, and a squad of enlisted men to move
the correspondents' gear, and a truck to ha,ul it,
and three tents with cots, electric lights and
tables. Correspondents who came with the
Ninth could get a meal, a place to write, a jeep

Usually a division's headquarters is a fairly

safe place. But with the Ninth it was different.
Something was always happening. They had
a few bad shellings and lost some personnel.
Every now and then snipers would pick off a
man. In all the time I was with them we never
had an uninterrupted night's sle?p. Our own

guns were all around us and they fired all
night. Usually German planes were over too,
droning around in the darkness and rna,king us
tense and nervous. One night I was sitting in.
a tent with Captain Lindsey Nelson, of Knoxfor the front, or a courier to the rear--and ville, when there was a loud explosion, then
a shrill whine through the trcetops over our
at any time they asked.
heads. But we didn't jump, or hit the dirt.
Of course, in spite of all such facilities, a Instead I said, "I know what that is. That's
division has to be good in the first place if it the rotating band off one of our shells. As an
is going to get good publicity. The Ninth was old artilleryman I've heard lots of rotating
good. In the Cherbourg campaign, it performed bands. Sometimes they sound like a dog howlike a beautiful machine. Its previous battle ling. There's nothing to be afra.id of."
experience paid off. Not only in individual
"Sure," said Captain Nelson, "that's what
fighting but in the perfect wa,y the whole
it was, a rotating band." But our harmless
organization clicked. As I have tried to exrotating band, we found a few minutes later,
plain before, war depends a great deal more
on organization than most people would ever was a ja,gged, red-hot, foot-square fragment of
steel from a 24o-millimeter German shell which
drea.in,
had landed a hundred yards away from us.
*
It's wonderful to be a wise guy.

I

e Ninth did something in tha,t campaign
that we hadn't always done in the past. It kept
tenaciously on the enemy's neck. When the
Germans would withdraw a little the Ninth
was right on top of them. It never gave them
a cha.nee to reassemble or get their balance.

The Ninth moved so fast it got to be funny.
I was based at the division command post, and
we struck our tents and moved forward six
times in seven da.ys. That worked the da,ylights
out of the boys who took down and put up the
tents. I overheard one of the boys saying, "I'd
rather be with Ringling Brothers."
44

Gc#. Eddy places a wreath on the grave of a soldier
in a Cemetery near Sedjenane, Tunisia. May, 1943.
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THE LEGENDS. OF PADDY FLINT

A

soldier can be a hero and a hero can be a
Richardson's version of Coloriel Harry A.
legend a,nd a, legend can make a superman out Flint's combat diary caught on, and.even old
of a soldier. Paddy Flint was an old man for a time Ninth men began telling the Richardson
combat soldier and he had a bad right eye and version over and over again, with certain emhe spoke like' an Irish dock hand-when he bellishments, to each new replacement. There
wa,ntedto.Paddywasanoldyellowlegcavalry- was the Richardson version of how Paddy Flint
man turned infantryman and he commanded a took over the 3gth Infantry, which always proregiment in combat and he dG.J become a leduced a variety of open mouths .and popre}ed
gend. But Paddy Flint would have been the first expressions. And the tale of how Paddy named
to admit that he was no superman.
his beloved 39th Infantry the AAA-O outfitBut then, he wasn't any plain ordinary sol- Anything, anytime, anywhere-bar none.
dier, either.
The legend of how Paddy Flint beca,me comL
The legends of Paddy Flint were born when mander of the 39th Infantry, or at least the RiPaddy took command of the 38th Infantry dur- chardson version, goes something like this. Acing the Sicilian caripaign. Paddy Flint was a cording to Richardson, Paddy Flint was viandfull coloriel and had traveled through Africa as ering around Sicily without a com'ma,nd, beata supernumerary officer with the 2nd Armored ing his breast and yelling, "'I'm a fightin' son of
a bitch, and they ain't got no right' to do `this to
. Division. One hot summer day in 1943 the commanding officer of the 38th Infantry broke his me." So Richardson killed off the 39th C. 0.,
leg, and Paddy got the chance he had been long- and had Paddy dashing up to Maj. Gen. Maning for. He was ordered to take over the 39th ton S. Eddy, the Ninth Division comma'nder,
Infantry. War correspondents quickly sensed a and saying: "General Eddy, I'm Paddy ':Flint
good human interest story in colorful Paddy and I'm your new commander of the 39th ReFlint, who was seldom seen without a black silk giment. I'm one fightin' son of a bitch, and don't.
scarf a,round his neck. The legends be8a,n to you ever forget it. And just one more t`hing,
grow.
The legends continued to grow, pausing only
briefly at their adolescent stage, and reached
full maturity in the summer of 1944 when the
tale to end all tales about Paddy Flint was published in the I o#Jo# J//#f fr¢£cJ, dated August
26, 1944. It was written by Bill Richardsom
War Correspondent Richardson began his full

page story by saying: "Paddy Flint was fifty
six years old, and he was a soldier's soldier."
That line wa.s probably the only entirely accurate statement in Ric-hardson's stor'y. The legends of Paddy Flint had come of age!

general, if you want anything out of my goddam regiment, just come to me with it and 1'1'1
handle it." According to Richardson, General
Eddy could muster no more original an epithet
than "Well, 1'11 be god-damned."

In actuality, Paddy Flint received his command through the normal circumstances of war.
He certainly did not call the regiment 'togethei
as Richardson had him doing in a.dress right.,
dress parade ground fashion. Richardson's entertaining but overly imaginative story had Colonel Flint stalking off to the regiment where
Paddy said to the operations offic.er. "Call the`
45
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goddam regiment together." At which the operations officer is supposed to ha.ve said, "And
who the hell are you? And old Paddy looked at
him with a great disdain in his old soldier's eyes
and drew himself up to his full five feet eight
and fairly shouted: `I'm Paddy Flint and I'm
commanding this goddam regiment, and when
I say call the goddam regiment together, I
mean call the goddam regiment together.' " Of
course, it was right in the middle of combat
when Paddy took over, but that didn't make
any difference to Richardson.

According to Richardson, "At six o'clock the
following morning, AAA-O was written across
every man's helmet."

The only persons Paddy Flint called togethe`r when he assumed command of the regiment were his three battalion commanders. He
told them that he was new to an infantry outfit
andwouldneedalittletimetocatchontoeverything that should be done. He said he had only
one change in mind. "From now on," Paddy
said, "we're all one gang. We're all going to
work and stick together as a gang and help each
ocher." Not nearly as dramatic as Richardson's
version, but mu.ch more true.

Paddy Flint used a psychology accumulated
through years of close contact with men in giving the 39ch Infantry a new nidma,me. Paddy
knew that to force the name on the unit might
result in dislike of the whole idea.. He went
about it gradually. He had the letters painted
on his own helmet first, and sta.tioned the painter out in full view of whoever might be near
the regimental CP. The painter could paint
anybody else's helmet too, ;./ they wanted it,
and some did. The idea caught on. Finally, Paddy's battalion commanders suggested that for
uniformity's sake, the letters should either be
on all helmets or none, and Paddy was persuaded to issue an order making it a part of the
regimental uniform.

Paddy Flint's naming of his regiment the
AAA-O outfit resulted in numerous other le-

Any man who has ever seeri combat knows
that AAA-O painted across the /ro#f of a steel
helmet would make a soldier a perfect aiming
stake. And any man in the 39th Infantry will
tell you that AAA-O has always been painted
on the side of the helmet. And besides, there

probably wasn't enough paint in the whole of
Sicily to have had every man's helmet painted
by six o'clock that next morning.

gends coming to the surface. Richardson's masterpieceofoverstatementhadPaddyFlintnaming the 39th Infantry the AAA-0 outfit five
minutes after he took it over. "And one thing
But no matter how colorful a man is, he can't
more," Paddy is reported to have said, after he be all legend. And the facts about Paddy Flint's
had duely harangued and belittled his parade life which no legend can distort are more imground regiment, "I got a motto. You may not portant tha,n any exaggerated tale. Paddy Flint
like it, but its my motto, and its going to be was a Vermonter by birth, but after he graduyour motto too, and you're going to like it. ated from West Point in 1912 he spent more
That motto is `Anything, Anytime, Anywhere, time in the west than he did in the east. And
bar none.' And tomorrow morning at six o'clock like all good cavalry men his legs soon con1wanttoseethatmottopastedineverygoddam formed to the outline of a horses' belly and he
helmet here. No. I take that back; I want to see received the usual number of broken bones a
that motto written across the front of every hard riding polo player and jumper gets. Paddy
helmet here. AAA-bar zero."
loved nature and the outdoor life. His obser46

vation was keen, and he saw beauty in the little
things of life. When war clouds loomed, Paddy
Flint joined his friend, then Brigadier General,
George Patton in the 2nd Armored Division at
Fort Benning, Georgia, staying with it continuously until July 27, 1943, except for some
supply and staff work in England, Oran, and
Algiers.

Paddy'sfriendshipwith
"Georgie" Patton dated
back to their West Point
days. After the Sicilian
campaign, Paddy went
back now and then to

Patton's Seventh Army
Headquarters to spend
the weekend with him.
Much of their time was
spent in trying to beat
each other to the draw
withtheirpistols.Shortly
aftertheendofthefighting in Sicily, the Ninth
Divisionstagedareview
for men and officers to
be decorated. Patton
made the awards, and
then took the review.

Paddywasmightyproud
ofhiscommand.Ashemarchedbya.ttheheadof
his regiment, his chest wa,s puffed out a few more
inchesthanusual,a.ndhisheadandeyeswereabout
as high as he could get them. Suddenly, Paddy
stepped into a small hole in the ground, lurchcd forward, and did a few dance steps to regain
his balance. Patton grinned and said, "Look at
Paddy, the god-damned old fool."
Another of the legend makers was Charles
Christian Wertenbaker, rG.cog and I;/a magazine correspondent, who wrote a, lot about Paddy in his book, "Invasion". But Wertenbaker

was much more accurate in his reporting. Wertenbaker pointed out that Paddy had graduated
from West Point five years before General
Omar Bradley, "and Bradley always treated
him accordingly. Before he took over the 39th
Infantry," Wertenbaker continued, "Paddy
Flint was a cavalryman; after he changed the
insignia on his collar he sa,id: `An infantryman
ain't nothing but a cavalryman without his

horse anyway." However, Wertenbaker did
not point out that after

REifir:h=::¥;:,:¥fb;it:
his former branch, the
armored force, he would
not even speak to visiting colonels who unfortunately wore the tank
insignia on their couars.
It was Paddy's own
special brand of humor,
but also, he knew its
psychological effect on
his own men.

Paddy's39thlnfantry
was one of the regiments assigned to cut the Cotentinpeninsulaafterithadreducedthebatteryat
Quineville on the channel. "The attack on Quineville,"accordingtoTomHenry,WarcorrespondentfortheWashingtonEz;e#G.#gSfc!r,"hadbeen
preceded by a great air bombardment, two hours
after which the regiment was scheduled to advance over the Merderet River marshes. As the
hour approached, the Army commander phoned to inquire if all were ready. `Paddy Flint
and two companies have been in the center of
town two hours,' came the astounding reply.
47

rdission completed, the utterly fatigued 39th
Infantry marched west to rej.oin the division.
Paddy, in a jeep, passed a little man struggling
under the weight of a mortar tube and remarked: `That's the way with this world. The littlest men carry the biggest loads.' Whereupon
he piled the rna.n on the jeep, took him two
miles ahead and told him to lie down and wait
for the others."

The group then wa.Iked up a lane between
some buildings. Paddy stood outs\ide the doorway to demonstrate to a sergeant how to take
up positions to drive the Germans out. The

group heard a shot and Paddy Flint fell forward. A sniper had shot him in the head. The
sergeant who had been talking to Paddy went
to a window, spotted the sniper in a tree about
2o yards from the building, and shot him dead.
As the sniper fell to the ground, the sergeant
After Cherbourg's fall, the Ninth trirned shot him again and yelled: "You can't kill an
south towards St:. Lo. But the main Periers-St.
Irishman, you only make him mad." Paddy
Lo road held up the advance of the entire div- Flint smiled when he heard that. The next day
ision. And then it came. The 2nd battalion had he was dead.
bogged down on this da,y-July 24, 1944And so Paddy Flint passed through the stage
under heavy German fire. Paddy Flint went of being a live hero and became a living legend.
forward to the battalion CP to try to shake the But Paddy Flint was a human being, just as you
troops forward. Paddy ordered one of the sup- and I. If -he could hear some of the present day
porting tanks forward. The tank sergeant told legends that have been told about his exploits,
Paddy that his turret was not working right, he probably would have shaken his head and
but Paddy said, "Don't tell me what I can't do. repeated what he said in Sicily the day he'was
It isn't often that you can have a colonel for a awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his
bodyguard." Colonel Fl;nt and his party of actions in the Battle of Troina. "Why, when I
nine moved out ahead of the tank, and the tank stood up there and heard the citations being
jerked down the road. Paddy finally stopped read," Paddy said, "I didn't know who they
the tank by a wall, and climbed up to give the were talking about. It was a good deal like
driver instructions to proceed jo yards down Mrs. Murphy at the funeral of her husband,
the road, meanwhile, exposing himself to direct when she said, `Why, the priest isn't talking
fire.
about Pat at all.' "

dL
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